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'ABSTRÀCT'

Self-concept development in 282 grade III and VI students

and 65 eÌementary teachers was examined using the Self-
Perception Profile for Children (Harter, 1985) and the

Teacher Efficacy Scale (Cibson & Dembo, 1984). Significant
correrations between teacher efficacy and domain-specific

competencies were not demonstrated. Personal Teaching

Efficacy showed a smal1 positive correlation with years of

experience. Perceptions of participation in decision-making

contributed to teacher efficacy. Previous academic history
of success was significantly related to perceptions of

Scholastic Competence. Lower grade level and history of

success were significantly related to Globar self-worth. No

significant interaction was demonstrated.

v1t f



CTIAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION

À sense of efficacy-- personal judgments of performance

capabilities in a given domain of activity(Schunk,1985)-- is
a necessary condition for both effective teaching and

successful learning. The belief that one can obtain valued

outcomes through personal effort is an antecedent to

performance, serving to enhance motivation and to empoh'er

action. The opposite belief-- that one's efforts have litt1e
or no impact upon the outcome of a situation-- diminishes

both motivation and action.

The outcome of any performance situation may be broadly

Iabelled success or failure although these evaluations take

on different gradations of meaning according to the

situation and the individual involved. Task outcomes are in
turn attributed to certain causal agents, ability and effort
being among them. Àccording to Weiner's (1979) attribution
theory, ability and effort are both considered to be

internal attributions; however ability is further considered

to be stable or "fixed", while effort is labelled unstable,

hence potentially subject to change over time.

A third dimension of causality, IabeIled

control,lability, has to do with volitional aspects of

behavior. The concept of control implies that the individual

"could have done otherwise". On this dimension, effort

1-
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receives a high rating, while ability is perceived as low in

controllability.
In attempting to understand or explain task outcomes,

both students and teachers employ causal attributions.

Causal attributions are essentially internalized "why"

questions which are asked by the individual when the desired

task outcome has not been obtained. They may be used both

to explain present outcomes and to enhance subsequent goal

attainment behaviors. In situations of failure, knowing why

one has failed may increase future chances for success by

suggesting adaptive behaviors, e.g. increased effort, which

can be employed in similar situations.
Causal attributions do not always lead to success-

oriented behaviors. The stability or constancy of the

attribution, in conjunction with its perceived locus of

control, creates an expectancy change within the individual
which may produce either an increment in expectancy

following success or a decrement in expectancy following

failure. If the conditions or causes of the outcome remain

relatively constant, and if the locus of control is
perceived as internal rather than external, then a similar
outcome will be anticipated in subsequent situations;
however, if the conditions or causes are subject to change,

and the locus of control is perceived as external to the

individual, a reasonable doubt exists as to the repetition

of the previously experienced outcome. Applying this

theoretical framework to academic achievement situations,

Weiner (1984) stated,
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Success at academic tests and tasks attributed to
stable factors such as high ability result in
higher future expectancies than does success
ascribed to unstable factors such as luck. In a
similar manner, failure attributed to stable
factors such as low aptitude results in lower
future expectancies than does failure ascribed to
unstable f actors such as lor¡ ef f ort. (p. 25) .

The effort-outcome relationship is frequentty cited as

an integral aspect of both motivational and behavioral

components of performance. When success is the outcome,

attributions to effort may well enhance self-esteem. In the

event of failure, however, effort expenditure represents a

potential threat to perceptions of self-worth. A

combination of high effort and failure implies low ability;
conversely, Iow effort expenditure becomes an effective
strategy for minimizing information about ability, thereby

protecting one's sense of self-worth. Thus the relationship
between effort and outcome is not always direct. It may

become clouded by the impact of feelings of competence in

the performance area under investigation. Competence may be

defined as a belief in one's ability to perform to specified
goals or standards. Such criteria may be externally or

internally set; either way they serve as targets or modeLs

against which performance is judged.

Feelings of competence in performance areas are in turn
related to feelings of self-worth (Harter, 1983). For

students, this relationship is particularly significant when

academic functioning is the performance domain under

investigation. Weiner (1984) expressed this relationship
succ inctly:



Àmong the important conscious experiences that
students encounter is a concern with the se1f....
Within the classroom, where success and failure
are so prevalent, examination performance and
social comparison provide constant and important
inputs that in part determine self-worth and
personal esteem. (p.17) .

Linking one's sense of self-worth to ability can be

risky in the school situation because of the stress on

competitiveness and unequal distribution of a limited number

of rewards, i . e. grades (Ames , 1978 , 1984 i Covington, '1984 ) .

rn the competitive goal structure format of the classroom, a

few students succeed at the expense of many. Grades become

valued for their scarcity and are taken as evidence of

ability. Self-perceptions of competence are strongly Iinked
with ability, and by extension with feelings of self-worth.
competition exaggerates the role of ability in achievement

and in competency perceptions. Those who do not achieve

become quickly demoralized. Their sense of self-worth
diminishes, and survival in the classroom becomes a struggle
simply to avoid failure rather than to strive for success.

Classroom teachers show a similar dichotomous

orientation toward success or failure in their beliefs about

their abirity to be effective with their students (nouritsky

& Keislar, 1983). Their position on the success-failure
continuum is also rerated to their perceptions of locus of

control for outcomes as described by weiner's attribution
theory. Teachers with a strongly internalized locus of

control tend to foster similar perceptions of personal

control amongst their students. This fostering of agency or
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ownership amongst students can only occur in situations in
which teachers display an orientation toward success and a
willingness to take at least moderate risks. These behaviors

are indicative of high levels of teacher efficacy, as

conceptualized by Gibson and Dembo (1984).

The belief in one's ability to have a positive impact

upon task outcomes, whether as the instructor or as the

learner, has been demonstrated to be related to student

achievement (eshton,1984; Dembo & Gibson, 1985), as have

perceptions of competence as reported by students (Harter,

1983). Perceived competence is to some extent governed by

developmental factors but is also subject to environmental

feedback (Rub1e, Boggiano, Feldman & Loebl, 1980; Stipek &

TannaLt, 1984). Other factors which may impact upon

students' perceptions of their competence as Learners

include classroom climate variables (Deci, Schwartz,

Sheinman & Ryan, 1981; Àmes & Ames, 1984; deCharms, 1984;

Ryan & GroInick, 1986) and motivational factors (Ba1l,

1984). Teachers' perceptions of their competence or efficacy
are similarly influenced by organizationaL or structural
variables (ful1er, Wood, Rapoport & Dornbusch, 1982),

specificity of role definition within the instructional
setting (Schwab & Iwanicki, 1982), developrnental stages

within the normaL adult cycle (Schnacke, t"fartray & Àdams,

1982) and motivational factors (Anderson & Iwanicki, 1984;

Ashton, 1984).
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STÀTE}ÍENT OF THE RESEÀRCH PROBLEM

In this study the relationship between teacher efficacy
and student-perceived competence v¡as examined. Student-

perceived competence was measured across several domains,

with the domain of scholastic competence receiving the major

emphasis. Changes in teachers' feelings of efficacy as a

function of their years of professional experience v¡ere also

examined, as was the relationship between global self-worth
and students' self-perceptions of scholastic competence

considering grade level, previous academic history, and

judgments of the importance of this domain to overall
feelings of self-worth.

EDUCÀTI ONÀL SIGNI FICÀNCE

Feelings of efficacy or competence in the instructional
situation have implications for performance outcomes

(success or failure). Given the associations of both

teacher efficacy and student-perceived competence with
academic achievement, it follows that a study of one or both

of these constructs could contribute to the creation of

effective teaching/learning environments. Non-eff icacious

teachers are subject to burnout; students who perceive

themselves as lacking academic competence may develop

feelings of discouragement and Iearned helplessness. In

either case, both teaching and learning are detrimentally
influenced.
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Understanding the origins, structure, and developmental

processes involved in teacher efficacy and student self-
reports of competence will provide valuable information to

classroom teachers and administrators. What beliefs and

behaviors distinguish high-efficacy teachers from their low-

efficacy counterparts? What are some of the variables which

contribute to this distinction? How may high-efficacy
relaÈed variables be sLrengthened, while those associated

with 1ow feelings of efficacy be altered or eliminated? Is
there a natural pattern of change in efficacy formulations

as a function of years of teaching experience? How do

students develop their competency beliefs? What is the

impact of success or failure over time? How strong an

association is there between the efficacy beliefs of

teachers and the competence perceptions of students?

Insights into these issues !¡ere sought through this study.



CHÀPTER 2: REVIET{ OF rHE LITERÀ.rURE

THE STRUCfl'RE OF THE SELF-CONCEPT

In order to appreciate the functions of efficacy and

competence within an individual, it is important to begin

with an understanding of how the sense of self is developed.

Research in the area of the nature and development of the

self-concept is aS complex and diverse as is the construct

of self-concept itself. In past decades' researchers such as

Coopersmith (1967 ) and Marx & Winne (1978)'( cited in Marsh

and Shavefson (1985)), argued the existence of a general,

comprehensive factor of "worthineSs" or self-concept ' even

though this factor appeared to contain different facets,

such as academic, social, and physical dirnensions. Partly

because of the nature of the measurement Scales used, and

partly because of anomalies in the statistical analyses of

early self-concept evaluation instrumentS, later researchers

(Shavelson & Bo1us, 1982; Byrne' 1984) questioned the

validity of these initial findings. Beginning vlith construct

validation studies by Shavelson, Hubner & Stanton (1976) and

extending into the current research of Harter (1982, 1983) ,

Marsh (1984, 1985) and others, the Iiterature has

increasingly characterized the nature of the self-concept as

multidimensional, hierarchical, and subject to developmental

I
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changes. It is this theoretical orientation which provides

the framework for the current study.

In a seminal review of self-concept research,

Shavelson, Hubner & Stanton (1976) questioned the validity

of the results of earlier studies and measurement tools.

They identified three areas of methodological weakness which

contributed to validity concerns:

f. imprecise definitions of the construct under

investigation,
2. lack of statistical evidence for equivalence of the

measurement instruments used, making generalization

of findings tenuous,

3. lack of data to test rival hypotheses, e.g. influence

of social desirability upon response choice.

They then developed construct validation procedures based

upon:

1. development of a definition of self-concept, based

upon existing def initions,
2. methodological considerations of data analysis and

interpretation,
3. application of the above steps to currently popular

measurement scales.

Shavelson et al. (1976) aefined self-concept as:

a person's perceptions of him- or herself. These
perceptions are formed through experiences with
and interpretations of one's environment. They are
influenced especially by evaluations by
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significant others, reinforcements, and
attributions for one's ov¡n behavior. (Shavelson &

Bolus , 1982, p.3).

Seven critical assumptions further define the construct of

self-concept in this model:

f. it is organized or structured;

2. it is multifaceted in that people categorize the vast

amount of information they have about themselves and

relate these categories to one another;

3. it is hierarchically organized, with perceptions of

behavior at the base moving to inferences about self
in sub-areas, thence to inferences about self in

general;

4. general self-concept is stable, but as one descends

the hierarchy self-concept becomes increasingly

situation-specific and as a conseguence less stable;

5. self-concept becomes increasingly multifaceLed as the

individual develops from infancy to adulthood;

6. self-concept contains both descriptive and evaluative

dimensions;

7. self-concept can be differentiated from other

constructs such as academic achievement. (Shavelson &

Bo1us, 1982).

Shavelsonrs model (see Àppendix A, Fig. 1) differentiates
Generaf SeIf-Concept into Àcademic and Non-Academic

components; each of these componenLs is further divided into
sub-areas. These sub-areas, in turnremerge as a result of
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experiences and interactions within one's environment, and

as such are influenced by both internal and external
feedback and evaluation. Movement through the model begins

with inferences about situation-specific behaviors and

culminates in the creation of the multifaceted generar self-
concept.

One of the methodologicaf difficulties freguently
encountered in self-concept research is the use of one

hypothetical construct (academic achievement) to measure or

define another (seIf-concept). While these two concepts

have been shown to be independent and differentiated (Byrne,

1984; Marsh, Smith & Barnes, 1985), the nature of their
rerationship and the theoreticar and empirical evidence that
they are but two facets of a complex entity (general self-
concept ) suggest that development in one area may have a

significant impact upon development in the other.
The question of the causal predominance of self-concept

and achievement has been examined by a number of researchers
(Damon & Hart, 1982; Shavelson & Bolus , 1982; Harter, 1 983;

Byrne, 1984; Marsh, Smith & Barnes, 1985; Marsh & Shavelson,

1985) wittr confricting findings. Basing their research on

the senior author's model- of the structure of the self-
concept, shavelson and Bol-us (1982 ) evaluated general sel-f -
concept , academic self-concept , subject-spec i f ic self-
concepts (in English, Math, and Science) and academic

achievement in the designated subject areas of 99

predominantly white, upper middle class American junior high
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school students with two separate measures taken four months

apart. Their results supported the differentiation of

academic self-concept from general self-concept, and the

discrimination of academic self-concept from academic

achievement. Both academic self-concept and academic

achievement h'ere found to be subject-specific. rn a1r three
subject areas assessed, cross-lagged path anaryses showed a

consistent pattern of causar predominance of serf-concept
over achievement. correrations amongst the four dimensions

eval-uated produced a hierarchical pattern such that general

self-concept correlated most highly with academic self-
concept, next with subject-specific self-concepts, and least
with subject-specific grades. Àcademic self-concept, in
turn, correrated higher with subject-matter self-concepts
than with grades; and subject-specific self-concepts
correlated higher with their corresponding grades than v¡ith
grades in other subjects.

Marsh, Smith & Barnes (1985) and Marsh and Shavelson
(1985) extended shaverson and Bolus's (1982) research by

looking more closely at the relationships between academic

self-concepts and subject-specific Arade achievements.

Rather than conceptualizing academic self-concept as a

compendium of subject-specific serf-concepts as shaverson's

original model had suggested, Marsh et al. (198s) further
delineated the model to specify verbal/academic and

mathematical/academic self-concepts as well as the

hypothesized non-academic components. Measures of self-
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concept and measures of subject-specific achievement were

obtained from 559 fifth-grade Australian students ranging
from lower-middle to upper-middle class socioeconomic status
who were attending predominantry sex-segregated classes.
Their results indicated a clear separation of reading and

mathematical self-concepts, even though the actual
achievement scores correlated substantiarly. Marsh et ar.
(1985) developed an internal-/external frame of reference
model to explain this finding, believing both processes to
be operating in the development of subject-specific self-
concepts. using an external frame of reference, students
compare their self-perceptions of their own abirity in math

and in reading with the perceived abirities of other
children in these areas, and rate themselves relative to
their peers' performance; the internar frame of reference
serves as a second basis for the devel0pment of subject-
specific academic self-concepts in that chirdren compare

their self-perceived ability in math with their self-
perceived ability in reading regardless of how their
abirities are seen to compare with their peers'. rt is the
interpJ-ay of internal and externar- evaluations which

urtimately determines the subject-specific self-concept.
Findings from the Marsh et ar. (1995) study indicated

that achievement scores in reading and math $rere positively
correlated with self-concepts in the corresponding subjects
but not with self-concepts in non-academic areas. whire
academic achievement and academic self-concept were
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significantly correlated in a subject-specific manner,

sub ject-spec i f ic self -concepts vrere essent iaIJ-y uncorrelated

with each other, adding support to the more differentiated
model of the serf-concept which has emerged from Marsh and

Shavelson's (1985) more recent research.

While Marsh and his colleagues favor the causal

predominance of academic achievement over academic self-
concept, they:

do not argue against a more dynamic model in which
subsequent IeveIs of academic achievement are
determined by both prior levels of academic self-
concept and academic achievement. (ttarsh, Smith &
Barnes, 1985, p.591).

This interactionist view complements that of Byrne

(1984) who reviewed the literature on serf-concept within an

educational context with a view to describing both its
internal and its externar construct validity. rn terms of

its internal structure, Byrne concluded that self-concept is
multidimensional, having one general facet (General serf-
Concept) and several specific facets, one of which is
Àcademic Self-Concept. External validation was sought

through examining the relationship between self-concept and

academic achievement. whire findings which report a causal

relationship between serf-concept in its general sense and

academic achievement are considered tentative, there is
evidence for a Iink between academic sel-f-concept and

academic achievement. This domain -specificity is compatible

with Harter's (1983) theoretical perspective, which provides

some evidence for a causal relationship if self-esteem
judgments are specific to academic competence.
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Damon and Hart (1982) and Harter ( 1 983 ) suggested that
initial experiences in achievement situations are the

precursors of serf perceptions, subseguent motivation, and

future performance in similar situations. This belief is in
opposition to a large body of research reviewed by Byrne

(1984) which supports the idea that serf-concept infruences
academic achievement. Again, rather than adopting an

either/or perspective, the question might be better
addressed by considering the interactive rerationship
between these two variables, particularly over time. one

success/failure experience is not significant in determining
a causal relationship, however an accumulated pattern of
experiences may well be. Byrne (1984) cited a long-range

study done by Kifer in which chirdren in grades rr through
vrrr were assessed to examine this relationship. Kifer
found that successful academic achievement was an antecedent

to a positive self-concept, and that the relationship
between achievement and self-concept increased as

success/f.ailure became prolonged and a consistent pattern of
accompli shments emerged.

Byrne (1984) concluded that evidence for causal
predominance is inconclusive at this time. However, in view

of findings which support both directions of causar-ity, one

might postulate an interactive, rather than a direct
relationship between self concept and academic achievement.

Nor should the influence of other variables such as

developmental Ievel, academic ability, sEs, and the choice



of instruments used to measure

academic achievement be ruled

of this relationship.

16

both self-concept and

out as additional determinants

DEVEIOPMENTAT CHANGES IN rHE SEIF-CONCEPT

While evidence for the multidimensional, hierarchical
structure of the self-concept is strong, a less clear-cut
pattern emerges as one moves through the developmental

sequence from early childhood to adolescence.

The development of the self-concept corresponds

approximately to the Piagetian cognitive-developmental

stages (nroughton, 1978, cited in Damon & Hart , 1982;

Harter, 1983). tnitial self-knowledge is based soIely on

physical and/or material properties such as physical

features (Guardo & Bohan, 1971; Montemayor & Eisen, 1977).

This form of self-knowledge begins to develop during the

second year, and is the primary focus until around the age

of 7 or 8. During the period of middle childhood,

corresponding approximately to Piaget's stage of concrete

operations, a second level- of sel-f -knowledge emerges. The

distinction between the physical self and the mental self
begins to be articulated, enabling the child to define self
in terms of unique psychological attributes, rather than

merely physical properties. The development of the ability
to think 1ogica1ly and to classify hierarchically permits

the child to consolidate knowledge of self and to attribute,
with some degree of constancy, concrete observable

characteristics to him/herself .
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Awareness of and use of social comparison information
also develops during middle childhood, bringing with it a

shift from absolute judgments of performance competencies

("I can/can't skate") to relative or comparative evaluaLions
("I can skate better than my brother"). rhis use of sociar
comparison in self-evaluations develops around age 7 (Rubre

et al., 1980) and is a refrection of the role of socializing
agents (parents, teachers, peers) whose labelling of a

child's behavior subsequently becomes a source of self
description. By middte childhood, discrepancies between the

perceptions of oneself about oneserf and those of others
about oneserf begin to occur. The internalization of the

evaluaLive judgments of significant others in one's sociar
environment is dependent upon the development of
perspective-taking ski 11s.

Harter (1983) saw the deveropment of the serf-concept,
not in terms of a linear progression, but as consisting of
leve1s within stages. Between the levers within each stage

a process of differentiation and reintegration takes prace.

At the first level of a given stage, attributes or traits
tend to be g1oba1, frequently over-generalized, and often
pol-arized. Àt the second level, differentiations based on

situation-specificity occur, such that an individual
develops a more balanced sense of seIf. The structure of the

development of the serf follows a sequence from being based

in concrete, observable characteristics and gIobal

categorízations in infancy, through definition in terms of
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trait-Iike constructs (friendliness, kindness, shyness,

cooperativeness) in rniddle childhood, into abstract

functioning (emotions, attitudes, motives) in adolescence.

This final stage of differentiation permits "thinking about

thinking", hence increased analysis and evaluation of the

structure of the self.
Guardo and Bohan (1971 ) worked with children betr+een

the ages of 6 and 9, examining the development of "self-
identity". They identified and assessed four related facets:

1. perception of humanness as distinguished from animal

form;

2. gender identity;
3. perception of being an individual distinct from other

same gender children;
4. sense of self as being continuous from the past to

the future.

The large majority of the children in the age range studied

demonstrated continuity or stability in their understanding

of self-identity, however developmental differences were

observed in the reasons given by the children for their
constancy judgments. The younger children cited more

externally observable perceptual or behavioral factors,
whereas older children identified more internalized or

covert attributes relating to differences in feelings,
thoughts and interests. Guardo and Bohan's findings support

the concept that one's self-identity or constancy of sense
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of self becomes crystallized during the concrete operational
period. This shift from a concrete, externally based sense

of sel-f to a more abstract and internalized locus is
supported by Montemayor and Eisen (1977). In a study of the

development of self-conceptions from childhood to

adolescence, they concluded:

The children in this study primarily describe
themselves in terms of concrete, objective
categories such as their address, physical
appearance, possessions, and play activities,
while the adolescents use more abstract and
subjective descriptions such as personal beliefs
motivational and interpersonal characteristics.
(p.317)

Marsh, Barnes, Cairn & Tidman (1984) traced the

development of the self-concept in preadorescent children
(ages 6-11) from four grade levels (grades II-V). Using the

self-Description Questionnaire (soe), an instrument based on

Shavelson's model of the self-concept, Marsh et aI. (1984)

found significant age effects in the differentiation of the

self-concept. Sex effects, while also interacting
signif icantl-y with self -concept, did not interact
significantly with age(grade) effects, suggesting that the

age effects !¡ere similar for both sexes. As hypothesized by

the Shavelson model, self-concepts became more

differentiated with age. Marsh et a1. (1984) interpreted
this finding to suggest thaL the different dimensions or

facets of the self-concept become more distinct and firmly
established during the age period assessed. Internal
consistency of the self-concept also increases during this
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time, in that the ability to receive and incorporate sociar
comparative information becomes strengthened (stiper, 1981 ).

Àn interesting finding within the age,/grade range

sampl-ed in Lhis study was the overall decline in self-
concept which occurred with the increase in grade 1evel.

with the exception of the subareas Rerationship with peers

and Relationship with parents, arr other (academic and non-

academic) areas measured showed a moderately sized linear
negative relationship between grade level and serf concept.

Sex differences were non-significant. The authors

hypothesized that the less clearly differentiated self-
concepts of young children may produce spuriously high self-
evaluations and that, as both external and internal
comparative abilities develop during this stage, older
children's lowered self-concepts may in fact reflect more

reali st ic self -appraisals.
Marsh and shaverson (1985) extended research on serf-

concept development into late adolescence. The resurts of

two studies, one using high schoor students and the other
employing university and teachers' college students,
reflected the pattern of increasing differentiation of the

dimensions of the serf-concept r âs had been evident in the

preadolescent studies, but with an unexpected variation.
Àlthough the multifaceted nature of the serf-concept was

supported, its hierarchical structure gave v¡ay to increasing
independence amongst the facets. For preadolescents, self-
concept development follows the hierarchical model as
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proposed by Shavelson et al. (1976)

specific facets become more clearly
hierarchical ordering is weakened.

develops a significance of its own,

strength or meaning of other facets

individual.

; however with age, the

defined and the

In effect, each facet

independent of the

or dimensions to the

Thus the developmental nature of the sense of self
involves ongoing experiences of transition and restructuring
throughout the periods of childhood and adolescence. While

the central components of the self-concept become stabilized
over time, their relative importance to the individual is
subject to evaluative judgments, hence to restructuring and

recombination during different phases of development. This

constant restructuring continues into adulthood, and is
dependent upon both environmentally-based and subjective
feedback and processing of information.

The increasing differentiation of the understanding of

the sense of self as one proceeds through the developmental

sequence described brings with it a growing component of

self-evaluation. SeIf-evaluation, in turn, introduces self-
esteem as a part of the self-system. Self-esteem refers to
personal judgments of worthiness, self-acceptance and self-
respect. ïmplicit in this definition are both achievement

and motivational beliefs, as well as an affective component

related to beliefs about the adequacy of one's performance.

Às is the case in self-concept research, the issue of

self-esteem being in itself a global or differentiated
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construct has challenged researchers, particurarry those

interested in its operationalization or quantification (see

Harter, 1 983, for historical review) . WhiIe earlier
researchers favored a global self-esteem measure, Harter
(1982) opts for domain-specificity. white not dismissing the

concept of a "global serf", Harter stressed the importance

of the interaction between the global self and the

differentiated aspects of the self. The relative importance

of a specific domain in a specific situation has

implications for one's personar self-esteem construction at
that time.

Stability of self-esteem is seen as a function of both

developmentar and environmentar factors. The period of late
middle childhood (corresponding to upper elementary grade

placement) is seen as one of relative stability, whereas

both globar self-esteem and domain-specific competencies

(..9. academic) plummet sharply at the entrance to junior
high (Harter, 1983). This is a time of both internal
(cognitive-developmental) and environmental transition, and

Harter concluded that difficulty in adjusting to novel

demands and expectations in an unfamiliar environment

affects one's ability to evaluate one's competencies

real i st ica1Iy.

SeIf-esteem judgments are based on information from

both internal and externar sources. rnternal judgments are

based on one's sense of competence, which in turn is
influenced by efficacy perceptions, while external judgments
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are based on the approval of significant others. serf-
eval-uations are also rerated to attributional patterns
(Harter & conneII, 1982; Marsh , 1984) . causes for outcomes

may be attributed to internal or external, stabl_e or

unstable factors. causality refers to the sense of being an

active agent of contror of task or situation outcomes.

causal attributions are crassified along the dimensions of
internality-externarity (Iocus of causarity), variance-
invariance (stability) , and volition-invorition ( intention-
ality or controllability), with a f ourth dimension,
globality, having to do with Lhe situation-specificity or
generarizability of the attribuiion. Each dimension of
causarity has a primary psychological function which has

imprications for the determination of future behaviors.
The locus of causality dimension is rerated to sel-f-

esteem and other affective variables. In achievement-related
contexts there are a variety of reactions following success

or failure. The outcome of an action is one determinant of
affect, regardress of the subsequent causal_ attribution made

for the outcome. Thus, success gives rise to happiness and

failure gives rise to frustration and sadness regardless of
the reason f or the outcome (weiner , '1 984 ) . There are,
however, specific patterns of emotions and attributions
which hold true for both success and failure outcomes. when

success is the outcome, the specific attribution-emotion
linkages incrude: ability-competence; rong-term effort-
relaxation; help from others-gratitude; and luck-surprise.
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with the exception of luck, these same attributes (or their
inversions) yield different, sometimes opposing, sometimes

unrelated emotions when linked to fairure outcomes, i.e. row

abirity-humiliation; lack of effort-guilt; and hindrance
from others-anger.

The perceived locus of causality related to an

achievement outcome is strongry, though not absolutely,
linked with the subsequent experience of affect. weiner
(1984) cited six such linkages:

1. Pride and positive self-esteem are experienced as a

conseguence of attributing a positive outcome to the
self, while negative self- esteem is experienced when

a negative outcome is ascribed to oneself.
2. Ànger is experienced when an outcome negative to

oneself is attributed to factors controrlable by

others.

3. In contrast, gratitude is experienced when an outcome

positive to oneself is attributed to factors
controllable by others.

4. Guilt is experienced when one has brought about a

negative conseguence for a personally (internatly)
controllable cause.

5. Pity is felt toward others who are perceived to be in
a negative situation or in need of help due to
uncontrollable (external) conditions. pity is
exacerbated when the causal attribution is perceived

as stable as well as uncontrollable.
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Hopelessness and resignation are elicited when an

attribution for a negative outcome is made to stable

factors. If the future is expected to remain as bad

as the past, if there is no hope for change, then

hopelessness results. This is a common affective
pattern in children displaying learned helplessness

in an academic situation.

The critical dimension in all of these linkages which

governs both the attribution and its related affective
component, is that of l-ocus of causality.

For children, knowing who or what is "in control", i.e.
effecting outcomes, is a salient dimension of self-
perception. Harter and Connell (1982), in their work with

elementary school children, identified three loci of control
amongst their subjects; Internal, External and Unknown; and

found that the Unknown factor in locus of control for schoot

functioning exerted a more powerful impact than either the

Internal or External factors. External and/or unstable

attributional dimensionsr e.9. luck, give imprecise feedback

regarding causality, thus contributing to difficulties in

identifying the source of performance outcomes. In the

scholastic domain, the less children are able to identify
the sources of their academic successes and failures, the

lower is their perceived competence.

6.
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THE DIMENSION OF COMPETENCE

Àn individual's perception of competence in a given

situation is a form of self-evaluation. It is both a

judgment of one's ability to perform a task and an

evaluation of the level of performance of that task.
competence is viewed by contemporary researchers as being

multidimensional in its construction (Harter, 1992, 1983;

cauce, 1987), subject to developmentar infruences (stipek &

Tannatt, 1984; Frey & Ruble, 1987), and increasingly based

upon social comparison information (Rubre et af., l980). The

recognition that competence is only one dimension of the

serf-system lends increasing support to the view of the self
as being murtidimensional, with concepts such as competence,

locus of control, moral worth, and accepLance being

intermediate in lever of differentiation. competence is,
therefore, a subconstruct of the self and is in turn
comprised of several domains (see Àppendix À, Figure 1).
However it is not simply the summation of the domains into
second-order dimensions, and the dimensions into a global

concept, which gives the "measure" of one's self, but the

combinations, interrerationships, and rerative weightings of

the components which provide a partial, albeit imperfect,
understanding of one's deeply held convictions of SELF.

While each of the domains identified previously is
significant in the total development of one's sense of self,
this study focused specificaJ.ly on the dimension of

competence and its domains. within the dimension of
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competence, the cognitive domain is the one most directly
rerated to schoor functioning. This domain also undergoes

modification and increasing specification over time. self-
perceptions of cognitive competence are frequently assessed

through projections of expectations in future performance

situations as well as through evaluations of past
performances (Ruble, parsons & Ross, 1g76; parsons & Ruble,
1977; Frey & Ruble, 1997). Developmentar studies of
achievement-related competence expectancies show a

consistent pattern from the preschoor to the upper

elementary years. In young children, competence judgments

tend to be based on sociabirity indices (friendriness,
following directions), are egocentric and often infrated,
and are not greatly influenced by either task difficulty or
social comparison information (nubre et a1., l9g0). The

accuracy of children's judgments about the competence level
of their peers develops earrier than their ability to make

accurate competence judgments about themserves (stipek,
1981). Àlthough the correration between competence judgments

and actual performance does not begin to shor¡ until grade

rrr or rv in most cases (Hicholls, 1979), stipek (19g1)

presented evidence that children who are functioning at the
extremes of the achievement dimension and who receive crear,
unambiguous performance feedback information are able to
make more accurate competence judgments at an earlier age.
Accuracy is defined as the chird's evaluation of his/her
performance being in agreement with teachers' ratings of
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performance. social comparison information becomes

significant in the formulation of self-evaluations of
competence at the 7-B year rever (Ruble et ar., 1990). This
ability to incorporate "other-based" information corresponds
to the shift from an egocentric orientation to an increasing
ability to perceive the perspective of others as described
by the Piagetian cognitive-developmental mode1.

During earry childhood, children do not distinguish
between abitity and effort when evaruating or predicting
performance outcomes. understanding "why" they are smart or
not smart tends to be confounded with general self-
evaluative perceptions. The lack of differentiation between

ability and effort may lead to a misinterpretation of
information about poor work habits (effort) as being a

negative ref lection of the chird's overal-l abirity. By a
similar line of reasoning, positive effort outcomes may be

construed as evidence of good ability--and by extension, of
the goodness of the self.

Às vras the case with serf-concept appraisals over time
(t¿arsh et a1., 1984), self-ratings of perceived competence

in academically-related areas showed a pattern of decline
with increasing grade lever in the erementary school (rrey &

Rubre,1987). rn part, this appeared to be a refrection of
somewhat overinflated self-appraisars in young children;
however this may also be rer-ated to accumulated success/
failure feedback information. while there does not appear to
be a direct correspondence between previous experiences of
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failure or success and present or future self-evaluations of
competence, accumurated failure experiences appeared to have

a more direct, negative impact upon future expectancies than

did success experiences upon positive expectancies. This

latter relationship tended to be weaker and ress consistent
(Parsons & Ruble, 1977; Frey & Ruble, 1gB7), arthough Harter
(1983) found a pattern of rerationships amongst achievement,
perceptions of competence, affective reactions and

motivations such that the initial experience of achievement

led to enhanced perceptions of cognitive competence. This
perception, in turn, influenced students' affective
reactions which then mediated their motivation and

subsequent engagement in school related tasks. Àgain, this
depended upon the increasing specificity of evaluations
occurring within the academic domain, as opposed to a

general- sense of competence, a differentiation which

increased with age.

In his work with elementary school students in
Àustralia, Marsh (1984) measured perceptions of the causes

of academic success or failure. He found that attributional
dispositions were quite specific to outcome and rocus of
control information, and to a lesser, though still
significant, extent to content area. In general, students
who attributed their academic success to their ol¡n ability
and, to a lesser extent, their own effort expenditure,
tended to have better academic skirls and higher academic

self-concepts, whereas students who attributed their
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academic failures to a lack of ability and, to a lesser

extent, to a lack of effort, tended to have poorer academic

skills and lower academic self-concepts. Content specificity
r¡as also evident in relat ion to both academic self -
attributions and academic self-concept, i.e. attributions
for success or failure in verbal areas did not generalize to
attributions for outcomes in mathematics areas. Students saw

their ability in different subjects as being quite distinct,
although their perceptions of the amount of effort they

invest in each subject may be similar. Thus, while doing

well in one subject is not necessarily predictive of success

in another, effort expenditure in one subject may be

predictive of effort expenditure in another.

The impact of failure information upon both affective
and behavioral components of subsequent competence

evaluations plays a significant role in the functioning of

students who demonstrate learned helplessness. Researchers

in the area of achievement orientation (oiener & Dweck,

1980; Swidler & Diener, 1983; Land, 1985; Dvreck & Leggett,

1988) have iCentified two distinct, consistent problem

solving orientations within learning settings, i.e.
helplessness and masLery. These orientations have been

extensively analyzed in terms of their cognitive, affective
and behavioral components by examining the differences

between children displaying each of the orientations under

conditions of success and failure. Under success conditions,
no significant differences in effectiveness of problem
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sorving strategies, proficiencyr or interest and engagement

in tasks were apparent between the helpless and the mastery-

oriented children; however under failure conditions,
distinct differences in cognitions, affects, task-engagement

and performance outcomes were apparent between the two

groups. Students who operate within the helplessness

orientation do not berieve that their efforts can have any

significant impact upon outcomes. They engage in negative
serf-cognitions, attributing their fairures to personaL

inadequacies (ability, memory, interligence). Àccompanying

these negative cognitions Dv¡eck and Leggett (1999) found

negative affects, such as anxiety, boredom, and aversive
reactions to the tasks. Task-avoidance behaviors and

verbalizations were common, pr€sumably in an attempt to
divert attention from fairure and/or to compensate through
self-aggrandizement. Finally, and not surprisingly, herpless
children showed marked performance decrements under failure
conditions; this despite their demonstrated problem solving
ability under earlier success conditions. students with a

learned herpressness orientation attribute failure to lack
of ability (an internal, stabre factor) but attribute
success to external, unstable factors such as luck. They

"...arways take ownership for failure and never accept

ownership for success" (Land,1985, p.3). The effort/outcome
rerationship is discounted by the rearned helpless student,
and task involvement or persistence decreases folrowing
failure. For children who demonstrate learned helpressness,
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although success is not perceived to be predictive of future
performance, failure certainly is.

The opposite pattern is displayed by the mastery-
oriented student (oiener & Dweck, 198o; swidler & Diener,
1 983; Dweck & Leggett, 1 988 ) . Cognitively, failure is
interpreted as a charlenge, not a defeat or an indication of
inadequacy. Affects of optimism and enthusiasm are

manifested. Problem solving efforts are increased, with a

resultant maintenance of or increase over initial
proficiency 1eve1. rn the face of failure, mastery-oriented
children actually teach themselves more effective problem

solving strategies.
The Diener and Dweck research suggests that
whereas helpless individuals appear to focus ontheir ability and its adequacy (or inadequacy),
mastery-oriented ones appear to focus on masLery
through strategy and effort; whereas helplessindividuars appear to view chalrenging piobrems asa threat to their self-esteem, masferi-irriented
ones appear to view them as opportunities for
19qt!i!g something neh'. (Dweck & Leggett, 1999, p.
2s8-259) .

Differences in problem solving orientation red Dweck

and Leggett (1988) to formulate corresponding differences in
goal orientations, which were similarly dichotomized into
learning goals and performance goals. Just as with problem

solving orientations, different goar orientations produced

different and distinct patterns of cognition, affect and

behavior. Furthermore, a focus on performance goals
(competence judgments) was found to correspond to the
helplessness orientation in all three domains, whereas a
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focus on learning goals (competence enhancement)

corresponded to the mastery oriented pattern.
Differences in goal orientation, in turn, þ¡ere found to

be rooted in different beliefs about the nature of
intelligence. The chitdren in the Dweck and Leggett study
dichotomized the nature of intelligence on the basis of its
fixedness or controrrabirity. Those who saw interrigence as

a fixed entity tended to pursue performance goals, while
those who viewed it as incrementar r.rere more learning-goal
oriented. Behaviorally, these differences were manifested in
differential orientations toward chal-1enge-seeking vs.
challenge-avoidance, and adaptive vs. rnaladaptive
motivational patterns. Dweck and Leggett (19gg) concluded
that :

i*pricit beliefs about abirity predict whetherindividuals will be oriented iowara du"ui;;i;;their ability llearning goaIsJ or toward
documenting the adequacy of their ability
[perf ormanðe goarsJ .- Àã such, these theãries maybe at the root of.adaptive and maladaptivepatterns. Indeed it. may be the adherence to anunderrying entity theory that makes performancegoals potentially maladaptive, for wittrin anentity theory individuals are not simply ¡"ãging amomentary rever of abirity. Rather, they ñay-be-judging whar rhev perceive ro be "ñ impðrfãit ãndpermanent personal attribute. Thus an ántitytheory may place one's interrigence on the iine inevaruative situations, magnifylng the meaning ãndimpact of negat ive judgmeñts. - (p] 2æ_264) -

Thus the meaning of success or fairure must be seen as a
function of both the theoretical orientation and the
attributionat pattern of the student (uarsh, 1gg4, 19g6;

Dweck & Leggett, 19BB). Marsh (1996) interpreted the
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specificity of attributional patterns in terms of a "self-
serving effect" which he defined as the tendency to accept

responsibility for one's own successes but not for one's oh'n

failures. He found that individuals are more like1y to
attribute their successes to internal causes (abi1ity,

effort) and their failures to external causes (task

difficulty, luck). The magnitude of the self-serving effect
(a self-protective behavior designed to protect or enhance

one's self-esteem) depends upon the type and locus of the

causal attribution, individual characteristics of the person

making the attribution (including academic self concept and

academic achievement) and, to a lesser extent, upon the

content area under investigation. In general, Marsh found

that the self-serving effect was larger for ability and

effort, i.e., for internal attributions than for externar-

attributions, larger for more academically competent than

less academically competent students, and larger for
students with higher general serf-esteem perceptions than

for those with lower self-ratings.
The reward structure of the learning situation also has

a differential effect upon the meaning of success/fairure
information (Àmes, 1978), as does the rerative importance of

cognitive competence to the individual in the situation
(Harter, 1982) . Àgain, domain- and situation-specif icity,
rather than globality, seem to be the central issues.

correrations reported by Marsh (1984) between self-concept
and attributionar patterns clearly supporÈed the content
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specificity of both. External verification vras also cited,
in that peer and teacher reports of self-concept inferences

for the subjects of the study showed similar patterns of

correlations with attributional patterns.

Problem solving and goal orientations have significant
implications for self-esteem, and by extension for self-
concept. Àbramson, Seligman and Teasdale (1978) described

learned helplessness as a function of perceptions of non-

contingency between effort and outcome and/or ability and

outcome. Individuals who perceive non-contingency, i.e. who

conclude that outcomes are uncontrollable, develop

functional deficits in motivaLion, cognition and affect
which may lead to depression. Perceptions of non-contingency

create both attributional explanations for failure to attain
the desired outcomes and future expectations of similar non-

contingencies. The cycle of experience (of non-contingency),
perception, attribution, and expectation culminates in the

development of symptoms of helplessness characterized by the

functional deficits as identified. SeIf-esteem deficits
increase with the aversiveness of unavoidable outcomes or

with the desirability of unattainable outcomes, while the

affective intensity of the deficit experience is seen as a

function of one's helplessness being perceived as personal

or as universal. Abramson et aI. (1978) found that depressed

individuals who believed that their helplessness was

personal (i.e. due to a lack of their own problem solving
skiIls or ability), showed lower self-esteem than did
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viduals who believed their helplessness to be universal
. due to the unsolvable nature of the problem).

Dweck and Leggett's (1988) research on goal orientation
and belief systems regarding the nature of ability provided

additional information about the structure of the self-
concept. tlhile the theoretical orientation may provide the

framework for its creation, the goal orientation supports

its development. These goals (performance or learning) serve

to generate and maintain feelings of self-esteem within an

individual' s self-concept.

The different goals allied with each theory may be
seen as the means of generating self-esteem within
that self-concept. For the entity theorisL, self-
esteem wiIl be fed by performance goa1s. Outcomes
indicating the adequacy of one's attributes wilI
raise and maintain self-esteem. However, for the
incremental theorist, self-esteem will be acquired
and experienced via learning goaIs. pursuit of,
progress oor and mastery of challenging and val_ued
tasks wilI raise and maintain self-esteem. (p.
266) .

Cumulative experiences of academic success or failure
may have an impact upon the development of a preferred goal

orientation which in turn could impinge upon self-
perceptions of competence in the learning situation.

While the above research is based primarily on

learning achievement situations, it offers some supporting

evidence for the existence of a similar dichotomous

orientation within the areas of social interaction (see also

Àydin, 1988) and moral development. Às such, it is
consistent with theories of the multidimensionality of the

self-concept as developed by Shavelson et al. (1976), Harter
(1g82, 1 983) and Marsh ( 1 984, 1 985) .
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THE CONSTRUCT OF EFFICACY

Efficacy has been defined as one's perceived expectancy

of obtaining valued outcomes through personal effort (nu1ler

et â1., 1982). rt v¡as derived from Bandura's (1977) sociat
learning theory in which expectations of personal efficacy
determine the initiation, persistence, and strength of
coping behaviors, particularly in situations which may

contain novel, unpredictible, and possibly stressful
features (schunk, 1985).rn Bandura's moder expectations of
personal efficacy are derived from four principar sources of
information:

1. performance accomplishments, based on personal

experiences of success/ failure;
2. vicarious (observational) experience, based on

behavior modelling principles ;

3. verbal persuasion, based on expectations induced

through suggestion from an external source;

4. emotional arousal-, in which one's cognitive appraisal
of physiorogicar information determines the level and

direction of motivation for action.

Efficacy thus may be defined as a set of situation-specific
evaluations of personal capabilities which are embedded in
contextuar factors and subject to cognitive appraisals.
Efficacy beliefs in turn serve as regulators and

determinants of behavior. Bandura further subdivided

expectations into outcome expectancíes and self-efficacy
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expectations. outcome expectancies are defined as the belief
that certain behaviors will produce certain outcomes, whire
self-efficacy expectations rerate to the belief that one can
personally execute the behaviors necessary to bring about
the desired outcomes. For the classroom teacher, these
beliefs may be expressed in the forlowing statements:

1.

¿.

It is possible to teach these children.
I can teach these children.

This differentiation is significant because,

individuars can berieve that a particurar courseof action wilI produce certain óutcomes, but ifthey entertain serious doubts about wheiher they
çan perform the necessary activities suchinformation does not influence their behavior.(Bandura , 1977 , p.1 93 ) .

Efficacy, then, is related to a sense of personar
mastery, a belief that one possesses the capabilities and

skills to achieve a desired outcome provided that the
necessary effort expenditure is made. This is true for both
the teacher and the learner. hrithin the personal framework

of each, expectations infruence performance and are, in
turn, influenced by the cumurative outcomes (success or
failure) of one's efforts. one's sense of efficacy is
developed through an ongoing cognitive process of appraisal
of information from both internal and externar sources.
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TEACHER EFFICÀCY

Teaching refers to any purposeful activity which is
designed to bring about change in another person's

behavioral, cognitive, affective, and/or perceptual

repertoire (Martin, 1983). Teachers' beliefs about their
abilities to effect such change are a measure of their sense

of efficacy. Gibson and Dembo (1984), building on Bandura's

two component model of efficacy, have identified two factors
which comprise the construct of teacher efficacy; Factor I:
Personal Teaching Efficacy, and Factor II: Teaching

Efficacy. Factor II reflects the teacher's general belief
about the relationship between teaching and learning, and is
often expressed âs,

the belief that any teacher's ability to bring
about change is significantly limited by factors
external to the teacher, such as home environment,
family background, and parental influences.
(Cibson 6. Dembo , 1984, p.574 ) .

Conceptually, Factor II corresponds to Bandura's outcome

expectancy dimension. It represents teachers' personal

beliefs in their ability to bring about student learning,
and their sense of responsibility for making this occur.

Teacher efficacy, thereforer r€flects the extent to which

teachers bel-ieve that they can effect student learning by

acLing as agents for change (¡shton & Webb, 1986;

Christenson, 1988). Efficacy beliefs influence teachers'

thoughts and feelings about their own competence (personal

Teaching Efficacy) and about the impact of teaching in
general (Teaching Efficacy).
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Teachers with a high sense of teaching efficacy
believe that teaching has an influence on studént
outcomes despite the student's home background orindividual characteristics, whereas teachers with
a low sense of teaching efficacy are inclined tobelieve that the effects of home background orindividual characteristics overshadow theinfluence of teaching, and that teaching in thesesituations has littIe effect on student
achievement or progress.

Further,

Teachers with a high sense of personal efficacy
berieve they possess the requisite skirrs to tãacheffectively, while teachers with a low sense ofpersonal efficacy believe that they are not
competent or lack the skills to teach effectively.(Ct¡ristenson, 1988, pp 99-101 ) .

These beliefs may be manifested in differential behaviors in
a number of observable areas incl_uding choice of
instructionar activities, amount of effort expended in an

instructional setting, quarity and quantity of teachers'
relationships with students perceived as high and row

achievers, teacher motivation, stress and burnout, actual
student achievement, and teachers' orientation to control
versus autonomy (Bandura, 1977; Deci et al., 1gg1; Kourilsky
& Kies1ar, 1983; Àmes & Àmes , 1984; Gibson & Dembo, 1994;

Good & Brophyr 1984; Àshton & Webb, 1996; Ryan & Grolnick,
1986).

Gibson and Dembo (1984) and Àshton and webb (i996)

identified differentiar behavior patterns between high and

low efficacy teachers. High efficacy teachers h'ere

described as more task-oriented than their row efficacy
corleagues, as having more direct contact with their
students with the contact being work-focused, e.g.
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monitoring performance and progress and checking seatwork,

and as displaying a generally stronger emphasis upon the

creation of a learning environment. High efficacy teachers

spent more time in large group instruction whereas lor¡

efficacy teachers preferred smal1-group instructional
formats. High efficacy teachers arso spent considerably more

time in planning and preparation of instructional
activities. They set high academic expectations for their
students and were more persistent in guiding their students,

both high and low achievers, to correct responses through
prompting, cueing and questioning. Àt the same time the

quality of their rerationships with their students was not

neglected. High efficacy teachers were described as warm,

positive, affectionate and enthusiastic with their students,

self-confident, competent and effective in both their own

and their students' perceptions. They were more toLerant of

individual needs, requests for help, and personaJ_ and

learning style differences than v¡ere 1ow efficacy teachers,

and comfortably used the power of their personal authority
to effect the smooth running of their classrooms. While

students' well-being and interpersonal relationships were

given high value by high efficacy teachers, this did not

occur at the expense of developing skiIIs and mastering

learning goa1s.

Low efficacy teachers, in contrast, de-emphasized

active instruction and direct involvement with their
students, assigning more non-interactive tasks and engaging
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in less frequent monitoring of academic progress. The

importance of learning vlas minimized, and students' capacity
was underestirnated by the teachers' setting low standards

for achievement. Homogeneous instructional groupings were

employed, based on students' ability ratings, whereas high
efficacy teachers used more heterogeneous, cooperative
learning groups. Lo¡v efficacy teachers disprayed less
patience with students who did not know the ansvrers

irnmediatery, allowing less time and giving fewer prompts and

cues, particurarly with students perceived as 1ow-achieving.
Discipline was maintained through control and the power of
positionar authority, with embarrassment, criticism, and

exclusion being employed to modify unacceptabre student
behaviors.

Dembo and Gibson (1985) identify a number of
antecedents to the development of teacher efficacy,
including preservice teacher training experiences,
sociarization of nevr teachers by their more experienced

colreagues, school organizational variabres, and parent-
teacher relationships. À curvirinear rerationship has been

demonstrated between teaching efficacy and years of
experience, both within a teacher-training setting and in
the professionar field (cibson & Brown, 1992). using the
Teacher Efficacy scare (cibson & Dembo, 1994) , Gibson and

Brown measured both personal and general teaching efficacy
in preservice teachers at different stages of their training
and in practicing teachers with varying years of experience.
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Not surprisinglyr peFsonal teaching efficacy scores were

lor+est for preservice teachers in the earliest phase of

their training, but rose throughout Lheir teacher training
program until their final semester before graduation, when

they decreased. The authors specurated that this may have

reflected a slight "crisis in confidence" at the prospect of
actually having to assume ful1 responsibility for a

classroom. Regardless, beginning teachers had higher
personal teaching efficacy scores than did student teachers.
These scores increased with 5-'10 years of teaching

experience, then decreased with more time spent in the
profess ion.

Coincidentally with the lowest scores in personal

teaching efficacy, general teaching efficacy (outcome

expectancy) scores $rere highest in the preservice teachers
who had the least amount of experience. Thus, even though

they may have doubted their personal competency (due to not
yet having developed the ski1ls and capabilities required
for effective teaching), beginning student teachers

refrected a strong idearistic belief that the potentialry
detrimental infLuences of externar factors in their future
students' non-school environments could be overcome by good

teaching. Regrettably, this belief appears to diminish over

time. Dembo and Gibson (1985) concluded that,
something in the experience of teaching works
against developing a sense of efficacy...even as
teachers gain confidence in their teaching skiIls,
they may become less confident that good teachingwill enable a student to 1earn. (p.179)
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this eroding of belief in one's ability to impact positively
upon a student's learning experience is one of the
precursors of teacher burnout (Mcpherson, 1 993 ) .

organizationar variables have arso been shown to be

related to teacher efficacy (little,19g1; Furrer et ar.,
1982; Schmidt a Buchmann, 1983; Ashton, 19g5; Dembo &

Gibson, 1985; Jalongo, 1986) and, by extension, to teacher
burnout (schwab & rwanicki, 1992; Ànderson & Iwanicki,
1984). Factors such as participation in decision-making, the
degree of correspondence between personar teaching efficacy
and organízaLional efficacy, sense of identification with
and ownership of organizational goars and policies, and

collegiar interactional patterns alr contribute to the
individual teacher's sense of well-being and belief in
his/her ability to have a positive impact for change upon

his/her students (ruller et ê1., 1992).

STUDENT EFFICÀCY

The combination of feedback from previous experiences

and present performance expectations with which a student
enters a new learning situation sets the framework for
his/her functioning in that situation. using Bandura's model_

of the four sources of efficacy information (performance

accomplishments, vicarious observation, social persuasion

and physiological feedback), students appraise their
competence as rearners. schunk (1985) described efficacy
appraisal on the part of the student ãsr
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an inferential process in which persons weight and
combine the contributions of personal andsituational factors. In formiñg efficacy
assessments, students take into account factors
such as self-perceptions of task outcomes,
ability, effort expenditure, task difficuÍty,
situational circumstances, and the pattern õi
successes and f aiJ_ures, among others. (p .Z0g)

Past performances appear to offer the most sarient source of
self -efficacy information, particularry in the area of
academic functioning. Àlthough the patterns of success or
failure in previous task outcomes have an important
influence on efficacy appraisals, their correspondence with
future outcomes is not absolute (rrey & Rubre , 1997; parsons

& Ruble, 1977). successful past performance does not
guarantee a strong sense of eff icacy, nor do failures
necessarily have a negative impact (Schunk, 1995). Just as

other variables may mediate a teacher's sense of efficacy in
a given situation, a student's sense of efficacy may be

influenced by contextual- variables within the learning
situation. Educational practices such as the method of
presentation of instructional information, strategy training
("learning how to learn"), type and frequency of performance

feedback, attributional orientation, goal setting, social
comparison information, and avairability and distribution of
rewards arl impinge upon the student's sense of efficacy (

Ruble et al. , 1 980; Àmes , l9B4; deCharms, 1 994; Weiner,

1984; Schunk, 1985). By the same tokenr êDy of these
variables may prove to be the source of modifications in a

student's sense of efficacy, if it can be demonstrated to be
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inlinked with success experiences in the learning situation
a strong and consistent fashion.

ST'T,ÍMÀRY OF THE LITERÀTT'RE

The major concepts discussed in the preceding review of
the riterature include the structure and development of the
self-concept, attribution patterns, self-esteem, the
construct of competence and how it is developed within
students, and the construct of teacher efficacy. competence

and efficacy are the major foci of this study, however their
understanding is enhanced by a discussion of the structure
and multidimensional nature of the serf, the deveropment of
serf-esteem within the self-system, and the contextual
framework provided by attribution theory.

Teacher efficacy and student-perceived competence

examined within the framework of the murtidimensionali
the serf-concept as described by shavelson, Hubner and

stanton (1976). Their conceptuarization of the serf-concept
as being multidimensional, hierarchical, and subject to
developmentar changes has been supported by the work of
Marsh and his colleagues (t'tarsh, smith & Barnes, '19gs).

Research into the subconstruct of self-esteem has produced a

pararrel conceptualization of murtidimensionality and

domain-specificity (Harter, 1 983 ) . The influence of success

and failure experiences upon learning and the subsequent

development of goal orientations and cognitive systems

leading to differential behavior patterns vras reviewed under

were

ty of
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the rubric of Dweck and Leggett's (1999) research.
Àttributional patterns (weiner, 1979, 19g4; Marsh, 1gg4,
1986), learned helpressness (ebramson, seligman & Teasdale,
1978), and developmental changes in self-esteem, academic

serf-concept, and generar serf-concept rdere arso discussed
(Rubre, parsons & Ross, 1976; Ruble, Boggiano, Ferdman &

Loebl, 1980; Frey & Rubre, 1997). The major variabres of
interest in this study, teacher efficacy and student-
perceived competence, were discussed within the context of
the leading researchers within their respective fierds
(cibson & Dembo, 1984; Harter, 19g2), with particurar
reference to the influence of years of professional_

experience upon teacher efficacy, and of grade lever and

previous academic history upon students' perceptions of
scholast ic competence.

competence and efficacy are really two complementary
concepts, both having to do with an individual_'s judgments

of personal performance capabirities in a given situation
and both relating to the individual's overarr sense of self_
worth. Just as the serf-concept may be conceptuarized as

murtidimensional, competence may be similarly viewed as

being comprised of several- domains, including academic or
schorastic competence (an index of cognitive functioning),
social competence , behavioral factors , physical
appearance, and athretic proficiency dimensions (Harter,
1983).
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within the dimension of competence, the cognitive
domain is the one most directly related to school
functioning and it $¡as the main focus of investigation with
student subjects in this study. Teacher efficacy v¡as

examined by considering both outcome expectancies and self-
efficacy expectations, following Bandura's (1977 ) social
learning theoretical framework. rn an ideal instructional
setting a high lever of efficacy wourd be experienced by

teachers and students alike. Teachers would berieve that
they courd teach, and students that they courd l_earn.

Àcademic achievement and job satisfaction would be

maximized. The relationship between student achievement and

feelings of efficacy on the part of both the student and the
teacher is evident (schunk, 1985; Tracz & Gibson, 19g6).

similarly, teacher efficacy is known to be related to such

diverse factors as burnout (schwab & rwanicki, lggz) ,

motivation (eshton, 1gB4) and systemic variables (ashton &

webb, 1982; Dembo & Gibson, '1995). what has not yet been

examined directly is the association between student-
perceived competence and teacher efficacy. This study
examined this rerationship through the investigation of the
following hypotheses:
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RESEARCH HYPOTHESES

1. There is a positive correration between teacher efficacy,
as measured by the Teacher Efficacy scale (eibson & Dembo,

1984) and students' perceptions of competence, particurarly
in the schorastic domain, as measured by the self-perception
Profile for Children (Harter, 1 995) .

High teacher efficacy, i.e. a strong berief in the
ability to have a positive effect upon student r.earning, is
related to the creation of a classroom climate in which the
teacher's orientation favors the deveropment of autonomy

within, rather than the imposition of control upon, the
students (Deci et al., 198l). rn turn, students who perceive
their classroom climates to be autonomy-orienLed demonstrate
higher perceived self-worth, higher cognitive competence,
greater internalization of locus of control and greater
mastery orientation than do students who perceive their
classroom crimates as contror-oriented (nyan & Grolnick,
1986).

Teacher efficacy is also demonstrated through the
teacher's orientation toward success or failure which in
turn has an impact upon students' perceptions. Kourilsky and
Keislar (1983) found that students who srere taught by

teachers with high success orientation showed significantry
larger residuar gains on perceived personal contror of their
or.rn academic success/failure than did students who were

taught by teachers whose orientation was primarily toward
the avoidance of failure.
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Given the impact of both teacher efficacy and student
self perceptions of competence upon the instructional
situation, it is hypothesized that these two variables wil_1

be positively correlated.
2. The correration between personal Teaching Efficacy and

years of teaching experience wilr be curvilinear.
Gibson and Brown (1982) found that personal teaching

efficacy scores increased during the first 5-10 years of
professional experience, but decreased thereafter. The l_oss

of berief in the ability to make a positive difference in
students' lives diminishes Lhe sense of personar teaching
efficacy and is a primary source of stress rerated to
professional burnout. schnacke, Martray and Àdams (1gg2)

found that as teachers increase in â9€, higher frequencies
and magnitudes of stressors are encountered. This is a

function of both the demands of the profession and the
experience of and need for resolution of normal

developmental tasks of adulthood. schnacke et al. found

that these stressors peaked at the 35-39 year age range and

decreased thereafter. Given this pattern, it is hypothesized
that Personal Teaching Efficacy scores will gradually
increase during the first ten years of professional
experience, show a decline during the second professional
decade, and gradually rise again beyond that point.
confirmation of this pattern will support the earlier
findings of Gibson and Brown (19A2).
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3. There is an interaction between scores on the Scholastic
competence and Global serf-worth scales of the serf-
Perception Profile for children which wirr vary with the
students' grade lever and past history of academic success

or failure.
Parsons and Rubre (1977 ) found that both age and

outcome information influenced children's expectancies in
achievement situations. rn general, fairure experiences
lower one's expectations of success in subseguent

achievement situations; however, the rerationship between

outcome and expectancy does not begin to become estabrished
until the middle chirdhood years (age g and above).

Regardless of one's specific pattern of success/failure
experiences, Parsons and Rubre (1977 ) and Frey and Ruble
(1987 ) found that there is a generar decrine in outcome

expectancies with increasing age leve1 in the elementary
schooL. Further, the experience of failure appears to take
on increasing significance over time, whire the ability of
success experiences to mitigate the negative effects of
failure experiences declines.

Given these patterns, it is hypothesized that there
will be a difference in the schorastic competence scores of
students who have experienced academic failure when compared

to students who have experienced academic success. Further,
because of the cumurative effect discussed previously, this
difference will be greater at the grade Vr 1evel than at the
grade III Ieve1.
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4. rt is further hypothesized that a discrepancy between

perceived schorastic competence and the child's judgment of
the relative importance of this domain to his/her sense of
serf-worth will produce lower Global serf-worth scores than
will be the case when no discrepancy exists, i.e. when

perceived competence and importance judgments coincide.
children do not feel egualry competent in every skill

domain, nor do they judge each domain to be of equal

importance (Harter, 1 9Bs) . The criticar consideration
involves the child's feelings of competence in the specific
domain(s) which he/she deems important. rf the child feers
competent in areas which are considered important to
him/her, there will be littIe discrepancy between competence

judgments and evaruations of the relative importance of
these areas. rn such a situation, Grobal self-worth scores

should be high. In contrast, if the child feels that certain
domains are important but that his/her corresponding
competence is low, there would be a discrepancy between

importance and competence, and Grobal self -I.rorth wourd be

Lov¡ered.

The degree to which one is successful in domains deemed

important strongly influences the leve1 of one's global
serf-worth (Harter, 1982). Repeated experiences of failure
in high-importance domains may read to a denigration of
their importance in an attempt to minimize the discrepancy
between the actual- and the desirable. schunk (19g5) relaLed
feelings of serf-efficacy in students to both choice of
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activities and maintaining motivation in the learning
situation. Repeated failure experiences tend to diminish
motivation and to lead to choices of activities that are
either "too hard", thus providing a sociarry-acceptable
excuse for failure, or "too easy", thereby minimizing its
risk. covington (1984) described failure-avoidance in
academic achievement situations as an ego defensive or self-
serving behavior which minimizes both the risk of failure
and the value of success.

Thus students who encounter academic failure frây, over
time, tend to discount the importance of scholastic
competence. The ability to discount the importance of
domains in which a child feels less competent hâyr in facl,
be an attribute of high self-worth, as it would rower the
discrepancy discussed previously. rn effect, the child may

be externalizing the rocus of contror for failure outcomes

in an attempt to maintain serf-esteem (shaha, 19g2; Marsh,
1984). students whose perceived schorastic competence

scores are Iow, and whose judgment of the importance of this
domain is also low, should exhibit very rittle discrepancy
and therefore have higher Grobar self-worth scores than
children whose perceived competence is low but whose

judgment of the importance of scholastic competence is high.
A similar pattern should exist with children whose perceived
competence and importance judgments are both high. what is
criticar is the existence of a discrepancy between the two.
rt is the discrepancy which contributes to the lowered sense

of serf-worth, not the level of perceived competence per se.



CHÀPTER 3: METI{ODOLOGY

SUBiIECTS

This study was conducted in a suburban schoor division
within the netropolitan winnipeg area. students and teachers
at two elementary grade levers served as the subject pool.

with a total student population of 13,206 (apri1,
1989), the division spans a demographic range from lower to
upper socioeconomic levers. within the schools are a range

of students from transient and stabre families of origin,
from situations of economic deprivation to ones of material
abundance, and spanning the normal distribution of
intellectual functioning revels. No specific matching

strategies v¡ere used to contror this range of student
variables. The process of random selection of subjects
ensured sufficient control over the impact of these
variables upon the results of the study.

From the 20 elementary schools in the division, a

process of random selection l¡as undertaken to obtain the
necessary sample sizes of both student and teacher subjects.
using a tabre of random numbers, the schools were coded and

serected for participation. prior to data being colrected,
written permission was obtained from the school division,
verbal permission was obtained from each principal, a

54
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presentation was made to the school staffs explaining the

nature and purpose of the research, the teachers' voluntary
participation h'as solicited, and written permission $ras

obtained from the parents of the student subjects. À total
of seven schools were involved. One of the randomly-selected

schools declined to participate, hence the next school on

the Iist vlas included. See Àppendix D for correspondence to
principals, teachers and parents.

À total- of 282 student subjects were chosen from two

grade Ievels, III and VI. See Table 3.1 for distribution of

gender by grade. These two grade level-s s¡ere chosen to

reflect a relatively undifferentiated level of development

of the self (grade III, approximate age 8), and a more

differentiated leve1 (grade VI, approximate age 11), in

correspondence with Harter's (1984) theoretical modeI, thus

permitting developmental comparisons.

À11 elementary grade teachers in the schools selected

v¡ere asked to participate in the study. Because of the

variation in the size of the teaching staffs in the schools

in the division, the total number of teacher subjects was

determined in part by the random selection process. All
grades III and VI teachers in the seven schools selecLed

participated in the study. In addition, other teachers

spanning a grade level from kindergarten to grade V as well

as some specialist teachers (library, resource, guidance)

also participated, thus providing a larger sample upon which

to test those hypotheses which were not grade-specific. See
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Table 3.2 for distribution of grade levers taught by school.

In total, 65 teachers (A+ female, 21 male) were sampted.

This represents a 2:1 ratio of females to males (67.69% to
32.31%) which is somewhat at variance with the divisional
ratio of 4:1 (79.8% to 20.2%) at the elementary rever. tlhen

considering only those seven schools which were sampled in

this study, the ratio remains at 4:1 (82% z 18%). Gibson

and Dembo's (1984) standardization study of the Teacher

Efficacy Scale employed a sample with a 3:1 female to male

ratio, thus making Lhe sample of teacher subjects in the

current study and the population from which it h'as drawn not

entirely comparable to the standardization study. Because

participation in this study v¡as voluntary, stringent
application of comparability of gender distribution could

not be employed.
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FREQUENCy I
PERCENT I

ROer PCT I

coL Pcr I

6rade

¡l 6l rorAL
---------+-- ---- - - +--------+

70 67 137
24"82 23"?6 48.58

Female st"09 48.9t
49.30 47.86

---------+-----o--+--------+
72 73 145

25"53 25.89 51.42
49.56 50.34
50"70 52.1r

--------- +- --- - - -- +--- - -- --+
TOTAL 142 140 282

50.3s 49.6s î 00.00

Flale
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INSTRT'MENTS

rHE SELF-PERCEPTION PROFILE FOR CHILDREN

This instrument, a revision of Harter's (1992)

Perceived competence scale for children, is designed for use

with children in the grades III-VI range. It is
inappropriate for use with chirdren berow the age of g (see

Harter and Pike (1984) for a description of a downward

extension of the scare in pictorial form), as the required
level of reading skills and, more importanLry, understanding
of the trait labels employed, are unlikely to have developed

until middle childhood. Its use ar.so assumes a "normal"
popuration, i.e. it is not appropriate for use with special
popurations such as the mentalry handicapped or the learning
disabred (si1on & Harter, 1985); nor does it provide a

sufficiently differentiated evaruation of the adolescent
self-concept.

Following Harter's (19e2) theoretical moder of the
deveropment and differentiation of the serf, the scale is
designed to tap domain specific judgments of competence as

well as to provide a global serf-worth measure. It must be

stressed that the ratLer is not sirnply a summation of the
former, as was the case with earrier instruments used to
measure self-esteem or sel-f-concept. Both the coopersmith
SeIf-Esteem Inventory (1967 ) and the Piers-Harris Children's
self-concept scare (1969) resurt in a poored, grobal score
which assumes unidimensionarity of the self. Àlthough both
of these scales consider specific domains or factors as
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comprising dimensions of the self, each relies on a

cumulative score to provide the overarl measure. Harter's
scale, in contrast, examines both domain-specific and globaI
perceptions of competence as a function of the self, and

arso considers the differentiation of self perception from a

developmental perspective. The Harter scale contains five
specific domain subscales plus a global self-worth measure.

Each of the specific domains correlates with the global

measure to some extent. Reliability coefficients range from

.30 to .73 (see Appendix c, Table 1). on an individual chird
1eve1, specific correlations are felt to reflect the

relative importance of a specific domain to that child and

his/her overall feelings of self-worth. Thus the pattern of

correlations may be more informative than the correlations
per se.

The SeIf-Perception Profile for Children consists of

six separate subscales, tapping five specific domains as

well as global self worth:

1. Scholastic Competence: the child's perception of

his/her competence in scholastic performance;

2. Social Acceptance: the degree to which the child is
accepted by peers or feels popular;

3. Athletic Competence: competence related to sports

and outdoor games;

4. Physical Appearance: the degree to which the child
is happy with the way he/she looks;
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5. Behavioral Conduct: the degree to which the child
likes the vray he/she behaves and conforms to
behavioral expectat ions ;

6. Globa1 Self-Worth: a global judgment of one's worth

as a person, the extent to which the child likes
him/herself and the way in which he/she is living
his/her 1i fe.

Global Self-Worth may be considered a superordinate

dimension, separate and distinguishable from the other

domains and relatively unidimensional (t'tarsh & Shavelson,

1985). Each of the six subscales contains six items, for a

total of 36 items. Each subscale is counterbalanced; three

of the items are worded such that the first part of the

statement reflects high competence, and three are worded

such that the first part of the statement reflects low

competence. It is a self-report instrument. Children are

first asked to decide which side of the statement is most

like themselves, and then to decide the degree (realIy true,
sort of true) to which the statement applies. Items are

scored either 4r 3, 2, or 1, with 4 representing the most

adequate and 1 the least adequate self-judgment. À data

coding subsheet facilitates calculation of the mean scores

for each subscale. The six subscale means define a given

child' s self-perception prof i1e.

The scale v¡as standardized on four separate samples of

midwestern American students ranging from grade rrr to grade
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VIII, and ranging from lower middle class to upper middle

class SES level. Àpproximately 90% of. the subjects were

Caucasian, although Cauce (1987 ) found a comparable pattern

of results with black, lower SES adolescent students.

Subscale reliabilities across the standardization groups

range from .71 to .86 (see Appendix C, Table 2).

The Self-Perception Profile contains a separate

Importance Rating Scale which measures the relative
importance of each of the five domains to the child's sense

of globaI self-worth. Similar in construction to the Setf-
Perception ProfiIe, the Importance Rating ScaIe contains 10

items (two per domain) and follows a forced choice format as

described previously.

The SeIf-Perception Profile for Children, entitled
"What I Àm Like", and the Importance Rating Sca1e, entitled
"How Important Àre These Things To How You FeeI About

Yourself As À Person" are both reproduced in Appendix B.

TEACHER EFFICACY SCALE

The Teacher Efficacy Scale is predicated on Bandura's

(1977 ) two factor theoretical model of efficacy, oriented
specifically to the classroom teaching situation. Factor II,
Teaching Efficacy, is an outcome expectancy which reflects
the degree to which teachers believe that the instructional
environment can be controlled, i.e. the teacher's perception

of the impact upon the teaching situation of such variables

as students' f amily background or intell,ectual- ability, and
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school structural/organizational systems. Factor f,
Personal Teaching Efficacyr F€lates to Bandura's self
efficacy construct and is defined as teachers' evaluations

of their abilities to bring about positive student change

(Cibson & Dembo, 1984).

The Teacher Efficacy Sca1e consists of 30 items

presented in a Likert scale format over 6 levels, with 1

being strongly disagree and 6 being strongly agree. Through

factor analysis, these items are known to load clearly on

one or the other of the two factors (Cibson & Brown, 1982).

Oblique factor rotation revealed a moderate negative

correration between the two factors (r=-.19) suggesting that
the two factors represent related but relatively independent

constructs. A high score on Factor I indicates high personal

or self-efficacy, whereas a low score on Factor II indicates

high outcome or teaching efficacy. À composite Teacher

Efficacy Score may be calcuLated by subtracting the Factor

II score from the Factor I score. Reliability coefficients
established in a preliminary study by Gibson and Dembo

(1984) were .78 for Factor I, .75 for Factor II, and .79 for
the total score.

Convergent validity for teacher efficacy with the

traits of verbal ability and flexibility has been

demonstrated by the scale developers, as has discriminant
validity amongst these three traits (Cibson & Dembo, 1984).

Preliminary development of the scale v¡as done with a

sample of 90 teachers, while refinement and construct
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validation studies were undertaken with 208 elementary

school teachers (kindergarten through grade Vi).
Approximately 75% of. the sample was female, and teaching

experience ranged from 1 to 39 years.

The Teacher Efficacy Scale is reproduced in Appendix B.

DESIGN AND PROCEDT'RE

The Self-Perception Profile for Children and the

Importance Rating Scale were administered to student

subjects on a group (classroom) basis, following procedures

described in the Manual (see Appendix B). Group sizes ranged

from 6 to 23 subjects. Total administration time was

approximately 30-40 minutes per classroom. À11

administrations v¡ere done by the researcher.

with permission from principals and parents, academic

background information $ras obtained for each student subject
through perusal of cumulative files by the researcher. The

following factors were identified as differentiating
conditions:

1. age-grade disparity;
2. documentation of grade repetition or continuation;
3. identification by the Resource Teacher as being "at

risk" academically; and,

4. involvement of consurtants external to the cl-assroom

because of academic dysfunction.
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The presence of one or more of these conditions was used to

differentiate between success and failure in students'

academic histories. (see TabIe 3.3).

Students v¡ere also asked to estimate their academic

performance for the current school year by responding to

three questions:

1. "How did you do in school last year?"

2. "Hov¡ do you think you wilI do in school this year?"

3. "Thinking about aII the kids in your room, where

would you put yourself in terms of your schoolwork?"

Responses were marked on a 3-point scale (see Àppendix C,

Table 3). This method of obtaining expectancy predictions

is consistent with Frey and Ruble's (1987 ) contention that

evaluations of past performance impact upon expectations of

future functioning in similar situations.
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Birth order information was obtained from each student

as welt. The majority of student subjects (34.4%) were

first-borns, with the next largest group (31.56%) being the

youngest in their families of origin. Table 3.4 shows birth

order distribution.
The Teacher Efficacy Scale lras fil1ed out individually

by participating teachers, a procedure which took 15-20

minutes. Àdditional information was obtained in writing from

classroom teachers regarding grade leve1 taught and years

of teaching experience, as shown in Tables 3.5 and 3.6.

General Ievel of job satisfaction vras also estimated by the

teacher subjects. Job satisfaction rlas defined as a function

of perceived input into the decision-making process at four

levels of school organization (enderson & Iwanicki, 1984;

Àshton & Webbr 1982; Fullerr Vlood, Rapoport & Dornbusch,

1982; Little, 1981). The specific questions asked were: "In

general, how much impact do you believe that you have in the

decision-making process :

within your classroom?"

at grade levet/subject area groupings within your

school ? "

within your school as a whole?"

at a divisional level?"

1.

2.

3.

4.

Àgreement was indicated on a scale of 1 to 6, with 1

representing very little impact and 6 signifying very much

irnpact. See Appendix C, Table 4 for distribution.
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Table 3.4: Distributiqr of Birth Gder.
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CHÀPTER 4: REST'LTS

HYPOTHESTS I
Hypothesis I, which examined the relationship between

teacher efficacy and students' perceptions of competence,

was not supported. fhis hypothesis Ì.¡as tested through a

series of correlation coefficients employing the pearson r

computational formula through the SAS (1985) program.

Specific correlations computed included each of the five
domain-specific subscares of the self-perception profile for
children with Factor I and Factor rr of the Teacher Efficacy
Scale. Àggregate (mean) student scores were computed on each

subscale of the Self-Perception Profile for Children;
missing scores vrere assigned a value of zero and each mean

was computed on a basis of six scores. The means were then

compared with the respective teacher scores on the separate

factors of the Teacher Efficacy Scale on a per classroom

basis. This method was consistent, both with the intent of

the Teacher Efficacy Scale, which was designed to tap

teachers' beliefs about teaching in a group (classroom) as

opposed to an individual (1:1) setting, and with the

recommendation by Peckham, Glass and Hopkins (1969) that the

classroom mean be the preferred unit of analysis in

situations in which existing classroom groupings have been

71
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randomly selected, and in which there is a like1y dependence

between classroom grouping and outcome variables. Although

student-perceived competence is a function of past as well

as present experiences in the learning situation, the impact

of the current student-teacher relationship upon self-
reports of competence and upon teachers' feelings of

efficacy was seen as contributing to the responses of both

the student and the teacher subjects in the current study.

with a .05 level of significance being employed,

significant correlations Ì.¡ere not found between any of the

five domains of the Self-Perception Profile for Children and

either Factor I: Personal Teaching Efficacy or Factor II:
Teaching Efficacy of the Teacher Efficacy Scal-e. (see Table

4.1 : Correlation Coeff icients) .
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lable 1.1: Corrclatlon Coefftelcnts

ttttt
I DOt{Am 1 I DOHÀIü 2 I Do}rÀIil 3 I DOHilI I I DOHilr 5l-t_l_t _t_

FÀeroa I 0.!0 . -0.12 -0.25 . -0"13 0.05

FÀgroR Ir -0.09 0.12 0.09 -0.13 -0"01

CORRBLIîIOIIS BBÎYBBII DOIIAIIIS 1-5 OF ÎIIE 8ET,F-PERCEPIION
PROFILE FOR CHIIDRBT ÀIID FÀ TOB8 T åIID II OF THE

TEACHER EFF¡CÀST sCÀLB

À11 correlatlons conputed on æan ssores per clararoor for Donalnc 1-5; n=23

LEGBHD:

DOllÀIt 1 Scholastlc Con¡ntence
D0llÀIt 2 goclal lcceptance
D0l{AlU 3 Àthlettc Coupetence
DOllAItl I Ph¡ælcal þpearance
D0l{ÀIll 5 Behavloral. Conduct

FÀe10R I Personal leachlng Bfflcacy
FÀefOR II leachlng Efflcacy
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HYPOTHESIS II
Hypothesis II, which examined the relationship between

Personal Teaching Efficacy and years of experience, v¡as

tested by construction of a scatterplot, with scores on

Factor I of the Teacher Efficacy scare being ptotted against
years of teaching experience in 3 year interval_s, i.e. 0-2

years, 3-5 years, 6-8 years, 9-11 years, 12-14 years, 1S-17

years, 18-20 years, 21-23 years, 24-26 years, 27-29 years

and 30-32 years. (see Tab1e 4.2).
Teacher response data for both Factor I, personal

Teaching Efficacy, and Factor It, Teaching Efficacy, were

examined in terms of their distributive properties. Factor r

spans a theoretical range of scores from 9 to 54, with a

high score representing high personal Teaching Efficacy.
Current data yielded a range of 22 to 47, with a mean of

39.92 and a standard deviation of 4.47. christenson (1988)

recommended using .5 SD as a cutoff to delineate the

midrange of scores on the Teacher Efficacy scare, given the

sampre size. using this range, it was determined that scores

below 37.7 represented a low personal Teaching Efficacy
rating while those above 42.3 represented a high rating.

Factor II, in turn, spans a theoretical range from 12

to 37. In this instance, a Iow score is indicative of high

Teaching Efficacy while a high score indicates Iow Teaching

Efficacy. Current data spanned an actuaL scoring range

between 12 and 32, with a mean of 24.82 and a standard

deviation of 4.81. Applying.5 SD as the cutoff, it was
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determined that scores below 22.41 represented high Teaching

Efficacy, while those above 27.23 represented row Teaching

Efficacy.

using the above criteria, Factor r scores for the 65

teacher subjects were divided into categories of high and

low Personar Teaching Efficacy and compared with years of
experience. rt had been hypothesized that scores on Factor r

wourd gradually increase during the first 10 years of
professional experience, show a decline during the second

professional decade, and gradually rise again beyond that
point. The expected curvilinear pattern was not obtained,
hence the hypothesis vras not supported. pearson r
computation yielded a sma1l positive correration (r=.30

p<.0'1 ) between Factor I and years of experience, accounting
for 9% of. the shared variance. The majority of the teachers
sampled (66.15%) had from 9-20 years of teaching experience

and would have been expected to report low row Factor r

scores according to the hypothesized pattern. seventeen

teachers obtained low Factor r scores. of these, 12 reported
more than 11 years teaching experience whire five reported
less than 11 years, providing some evidence for a decrine in
Personal Teaching Efficacy during the second professional
decade. However, 21 teacher subjects obtained high Factor r

scores. of these, 20 reported more than 11 years teaching
experience and 1 reported less. This finding of high
Personar Teaching Efficacy scores in conjunction with
increasing years of experience, while contrary to the
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pattern reported by Gibson and Dembo (1984), is encouraging

in its implications for teachers' sense of well-being as

their careers unfold.
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HYPOTI{ESIS III
Hypothesis rrr was tested via two Z-way ÀNovAs, using a

0.05 lever of significance. Both used grade rever (Irr or

VI ) and academic history (Success or Failure) as the

independent variables, but employed scores of scholastic
competence in the first instance and Global self-worth in
the second from the serf-perception profile for children as

the respective dependent measures. Àcademic history was

obtained through perusal of cumulative fires and application
of the criteria specified in chapter 3 (tabre 3.3). Às no

academic history had been obtained from seven of the 282

student subjects, their scores were eliminated from this
po.rtion of the data analysis, leaving 27s student subjects.
Three of the subjects eliminated were mares in grade vI; two

were males in grade rrr, and two r.rere f emales in grade rrr.
Ànalysis of variance performed on the dependent

variable, Scholastic Competence, showed a significant
difference in self-perceptions of scholastic competence for
children with histories of academic success compared with
academic failure (F(1,271)=20.24, p=0.0001 ). Students with a

history of academic success had significantly higher self-
perceptions of scholastic competence than did students with
a history of academic fairure. No significant differences
vlere were f ound between grade leveIs (f (1 ,271 ) =1 . BS,

p=0.1745), nor was there any interaction between grade leve1

and academic history (f(1,271)=0.03¡ p=0.8687) in terms of
Scholastic Competence scores. (see ANOVA Table 4.3).
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The second analysis of variance employed Global SeIf-
Worth as the dependent variable. À significant difference
was found in Global SeIf-Worth scores between the two grade

Ieve1s, such that subjects at the grade IlI level

demonstrated higher mean scores than did subjects in grade

vI (r(1,271)=1i.38, p=0.0008). similarly, a significant
difference was found between academic history and Global

SeIf-Worth scores (f(t,271)=4.02, p=0.0458). Subjects with a

history of academic success produced higher mean scores on

the Globa1 Sel-f-Worth scale than did subjects with histories
of academic failure. No significant interaction was found

between grade leveI and academic history in terms of Global

Self-Worth scores (r(1,27 1 )=0.38, p=0.5390) (see ÀNOVÀ Table

4.4). In both instances, the hypothesized relationship
between the independent variable Àcademic History and the

two dependent measures, Scholastic Competence and GlobaI

Self-Worth, was borne out. Grade level was significant for
Global- Self-Worth but not for Scholastic Competence.
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HYPOTHESTS IV

Hypothesis IV examined the discrepancy between scores

on the scholastic competence subscale of the self-perception
Profile for children and the subject's rmportance Rating of

the same domain, on an individuar student basis. Mean scores

for each were computed and a discrepancy score was

carculated by subtracting the rmportance Rating mean score

from the schorastic competence mean score. A carcuration
adjustment to eliminate negative discrepancy values was

performed by adding 1 0 to each variable score on both

scares. The calcurated discrepancy score was then compared

with the Global self-worth score, first visually by means of
a scatterplot (rable 4.5) to assess its similarity with the

graph of the expected rerationship as determined by Harter
(1985) and reproduced in Appendix À, Figure 2, then

statistically by correlation using the sÀs (r995) program.

The expected pattern wourd have large discrepancy scores

associated with low serf-worth scores, and smaLr discrepancy

scores associated with high self-worth scores.

Discrepancy scores ranged from 8.0 to 12.7, equivalent
to -2.0 and +2.7 uncorrected values. Globa1 SeIf-Worth

scores ranged from 0.8 to 4.0, with a score of 3.0

differentiating high from 1ow (Harter, 1985). Of the ZBz

subjects, 57 were found to have small discrepancy and high

Globa1 SeIf-Worth scores; thus 39% ot the subjects did
demonstrate the expected pattern. Àpplication of the pearson

calculation yierded a small negative correlation between
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GlobaI Self -Worth and discrepancy scores ( r=-0.'17 , p<.005 ) ,

accounting for only 2.89% of. the variance in the

rerationship. Thus while the hypothesis gained some support,

the finding is essentiaJ-Iy meaningless, because the rarge N,

while increasing the povrer of the test, decreased its
varidity by identifying differences which are too minimal to
be of any practical significance.
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CHÀPTER 5: pTSCUSSION, CONCLUSTONS ANp
RECOMMENDÀTIONS

HYPOTHESIS I
The lack of a demonstrable relationship between teacher

efficacy and students' self-perceptions of competence across

a variety of domains was surprising. Domain 1, Schol_astic

competence, is known to correrate positivel-y v¡ith academic

achievement (Harter, 1982) as is teaching efficacy (Ames &

Àmes, 1984; Byrne, 1984; Gibson & Dembo, 1984; Àshton &

Webb, 1986). The addition of a measure of student

achievement to the context of the present study might have

enhanced the outcome, but was not possible as the school

division in which the research was undertaken had

discontinued sÈandardized achievement testing during the

period of data colrection. They have instead moved toward

developing their own criterion referenced measures.

Two possible explanations occur to explain the lack of

support for the hypothesis. First, perhaps there is no

direct relationship between serf-perceptions of competence

(particularly scholastic competence) and teacher efficacy.
Perhaps these constructs are only related insofar as they

are each related to other constructs such as academic

achi evement .

84
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What are the implications of this finding? If these

constructs are independent, rather than interdependent as

hypothesized, then performance in one area would not impinge

upon performance in the other. This would suggest that
teachers develop their sense of efficacy, and students their
sense of competence, from different components of the

teaching-learning experience. For example, students may

develop their scholastic competence through task mastery and

acquisition of ski11s, while teachers obtain their feelings
of efficacy through imparting knowledge and information, or

by "reaching" a hard to teach child. This would strengthen

the contention that both teacher efficacy and student-
perceived scholastic competence are related to academic

achievement, though not necessarily to each other. If this
is the case, then both teaching and learning should be task-
focused rather than rerationship-based. For this researcher,

this would represent a shift away from the "humanistic"

interactional student-teacher relationship toward one which

is more "behavioristic" in its focus. This would in turn
have implications for both curricul,um content and teaching

style. Perhaps it is inappropriate to expect school

personnel to teach social relationships and other tife
skilIs; perhaps a focus on the development of basic literacy
and computational skilIs rather than self-concept

development is a more realistic and reachable goal and would

result in more competent teachers and students with a

stronger sense of accomplishment.
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A second explanation has to do with methodological

weaknesses, and again two possible sources may be

identified. The first is the influence of the self-selection
bias. The teacher subjects who participated in the study

were, by and large, those who had expressed an interest in

the topic under consideration, particularty as it offered
the potential for enhanced awareness of their own strengths

and those of their students. A desire to know more about

their students in order to help them learn more effectively
was spontaneously expressed by many teacher subjects at the

time the invitation to be part of the study was being

extended. This behavior is consistent with Gibson and

Dembo's ( 1 984) aefinition of high efficacy teachers,
yielding the conclusion that the teachers who participated
in the study were largely high efficacy subjects in the

first place. Thus, the format and content of the study may

have produced a differential bias toward high efficacy
teacher subjects r+hich in turn yielded a non-representative

measure of the efficacy construct within the overall teacher

populat i on .

A further layer of the self-selection bias may have

occurred in the teacher subjects' actual responses to the

Teacher Efficacy Sca1e. Àshton and Webb (1986) discussed

"the fine art of impression management" as a defense against

anxiety and vulnerability. By camouflaging, rather than

confronting their shortcomings, and by exaggerating their
accomplishments, teachers may consciously create the
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impression of competence amongst their peers and within
themselves. Such self-aggrandizement helps to deflect
critical evaluations which could be damaging to teachers'
personal and professional self-esteem. An element of self-
aggrandizement may have been in operation, consciousì-y or

subconsciously, as teachers responded to the scaIe.

The self-selection bias is not as viable a reason in

the case of the student subjects. Their choice to
participate or not participate in the study tras an indirect
one, made by their parents. One can only speculate on the

factors which influenced the parents' decision-making. The

issue of self-report bias could apply to the responses of

the student subjects, however. Items on the Setf-Perception

Profile for Children are marked on a 4-point scale of

"sameness" with the subject, with ratings of 1 and 4

representing the extremes of competence r+hile 2 and 3

repesent a more moderate ("sort of true for me") evaluation.
Most student subjects, on most items, chose a moderate

evaluative response. In the case of the younger group of

subjects, this may be a function of their incompletely-

differentiated sense of self (Harter, 1982), however, for
both age groups this may also reflect a desire not to stand

out as significantly stronger or weaker than their peers in
the dimensions measured. Further support for this hypothesis

is apparent in Lhe student subjects' predictions of their
academic performance for the coming school year in
comparison with that of their peers. Again, the moderate

response category ("in the middle") prevailed.
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Thus, while self-selection and self-report biases may

have been at work in both the teacher and the student

subject groups, their effects vrere different for each group.

In the case of the teachers, the self-selection bias served

the function of self-enhancement, i.e. making one look

better than one's peers, whereas in the case of the

students, its purpose v¡as more one of minimizing differences
with the peer group. The differential effect of bias within
the subjects may be seen as a function of ã9e, which brings

with it different leveIs of importance of identification
with the peer group; and perhaps also as a function of

cumulative experiences of competition and evaluation. The

impact of limited rewards within the system is as much a

motivating factor for teachers as it is for students, the

difference being that teachers have had many more years of

competing for recognition, achievement, promotions, etc.
within the system than have students and are therefore more

apt to forego group association and identification in favour

of individual enhancement.

À second methodological weakness may have been the time

of year of the data collection. Midgley, Feldlaufer and

Eccles (1989) described efficacy as a belief system which is
developed and communicated within the teacher-student

relationship slowly and subtly. This points to the

importance of taking time of year into consideration when

collecting data on teacher efficacy. The present study was

undertaken during the third, fourth and fifth months of the
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school year. A later time of data collection may have

permitted a greater development of the sense of efficacy
within the teacher subjects, thus producing different
ratings on the Teacher Efficacy Scale.

HYPO.rHESIS II
Results of the second hypothesis, an analysis of the

relationship between Personal Teaching Efficacy and years of
experience, did not replicate the findings of Gibson and

Dembo (1984). Rather than rising, then diminishing, then

rising again, Personal Teaching Efficacy scores showed a

small but consistent increase over time. The effect of the

self-selection bias in influencing subjects with a high

sense of teaching efficacy to participate in this study must

again be considered. while it seems plausible that teachers
whose sense of efficacy was high were more rikely than their
low-efficacy counterparts to opt inLo the study, this
finding wourd also indicate that teachers in the current
study displayed a more moderate and sustained level of
Personal- Teaching Efficacy than did the reference group. rn
the united states, teaching as a profession is felt by some

researchers (ashton & I.]ebb, 1 986 ) to be undergoing a gradual

erosion and social devaruation. In turn, this is seen as one

root cause of lowered pride within the profession, based

upon the diminishing berief amongst teachers in the impact

of good teaching upon students. Indeed, Ashton and Webb

asserted:
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the central social-psychological problem facing
teachers today is how they can maintain a sense of
satisfaction and accomplishment in a profession
that offers so few supports for, and myriad
threats to, their sense of professional self-
respect. ( 1 986, p. 66) .

A Metropolitan Life survey of 1208 teachers in 19BB

indicated that this erosion may be diminishing. This

Iongitudinal study showed a continued upstring, f irst
identified in 1986, of teacher morale. A 10% increase in
self-report of job satisfaction was evident amongst the

teachers surveyed, with 50% reporting that they were very

satisfied with teaching as a career in 1988, versus 40%

reporting the same level of job satisfaction in 1987. The

improvement was most prominent amongst femare teachers and

those with more than 10 years experience. Contributing
factors included substantial increases in salaries during
the period 1985 to 1988, and issues rerated to teachers'
perceived degree of autonomy and general working conditions.
À further finding was that teachers with 5 or fev¡er years of

experience v¡ere more 1ikely to say that they would leave the

profession. This calls into question Gibson and Dembo's

(1984) tinding that the 10-20 years' period is a critical
one for teachers' feelings of efficacy and their subsequent

actions regarding remaining in or leaving the profession. rt
may be that the watershed period for long-term commitment to
the profession occurs earlier than hypothesized and that the

anticipated upswing in teacher efficacy self-ratings occurs

soonerr âs those teachers whose level of job satisfaction is
low withdraw from the profession.
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Teachers who f eel a sense of or.¡nership and empowerment

within the structure of the educational system believe that
they can "make a difference" in the lives of their students.

Systemic variables such as participation in decision-making

and perceptions of the match between organízational and

individual philosophy contribute to the strength of

identification between teacher and system. In the school

division in which the current study v¡as undertaken, a number

of programs and practices exist to enhance teacher

involvement and empowerment. These incl-ude a mentor teaching

program to provide guidance and professional support to

beginning teachers; teacher assisted teams within each

school to provide a peer-1eveI forum for problem-solving

regarding concerns with individual students, classroom

management, and accessing of additional supports for special

needs students; grade level and subject area professional

development programs; and, at the administrative leveI, peer

assisted leadership evaluations. within the structure of the

division as a whole, each school is considered autonomous.

The division has a well-defined set of educational

principles, goals and objectives which governs its overall
philosophy; however, individual schools are encouraged to

implement these principles in a manner appropriate to their
specific needs and strengths. Thus the model for decision-

making and implementation may vary from school to school.

Perceptions of participation in decision-making have

been shown to be related to job satisfaction (fuIler et al.,
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1982). Tabre 4 (Appendix c) disprays teachers' estimations
of job satisfaction as a function of perceived participation
in decision-making at four levels:

1. within the classroom;

2. at grade l-evel or sub ject areas ;

3 . r+ i thi n the school as a whole ; and ,

4. at a divisional IeveI.

Estimates of their impact diminished as teachers moved

through the four levers. This would suggest that, within the

autonomous structure of their own schoors, teachers believe
that their opinions and suggestions are heard and respected,

but that at a divisional level their impact is perceived as

less significant; yet it is at the divisionar rever that
poricy decisions are made which have a strong and direct
impact upon the responsibilities and working conditions of
crassroon teachers. rn turn, this underrines the importance

of administrative practices in decision-making.

Administrators at both a school and a divisional rever who

encourage and devel0p input from crassroom teachers on

policy and management issues, rather than practising
hierarchicar decision-making, are more rikery to foster a

sense of professional respect and competence which in turn
will enhance teachers' sense of efficacy. This autonomy-

control orientation within the political climate of the

school is similar to the "pawns versus origins" dichotomy

within the teacher-student relationship as described by Ryan

and Grolnick (1986).
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HYPOTHESIS III
The third hypothesis was supported in that previous

academic history vras significantly related to students'

self-perceptions of both Scholastic Competence and GlobaI

Self-Worth. Grade level was significant in its relationship
to Global Self-Worth but not to Scholastic Conpetence, with

student.s at the lower grade level demonstrating higher

Global SeIf-Worth scores than their counterparts at the

higher grade leveI. This finding is consistent with the

developmental sequence of self-concept differentiation as

described by Marsh et al. (1984) in which the less

differentiated, hence spuriously high self-concepts of young

children become tempered through incorporation of social
feedback information to reflect a more moderate, realistic
appraisal by middle childhood.

Students with histories of academic success had

significantly higher self-perceptions of both Scholastic

Competence and Global Self-Worth than did students with

histories of academic failure. This finding has implications

for both the evaluative orientation of the educational

system and the goal orientation of the individual student.

On a systemic level, the meaning of success and failure need

to be re-examined. In the learning situation, appraisals of

success and failure are made, followed by an attempt to

explain the outcome. Causal attributions involving ability,
effort, task difficulty or luck are used to explain action-

outcome sequences. Each attribution varies across the
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dimensions of locus of causality (internal or external),
stability (permanence or impermanence), controllability
(fixed or fluid), and globality (situation-specific or

generarized). Abirity and effort attributions both have an

internal locus, however they differ on the dimension of

stability. Perceptions of stability of ability attributions,
in turn, differ between successful and unsuccessful

students. successful students view abirity as incremenLal

and fluid and see learning as an indicator of competence,

whereas unsuccessful students, i.e. those with cumulative

experiences of fairure, see ability as fixed or immutabre.

Such students evaluate their learning in terms of their
performance, judging themselves oD, "How well did I do?"

rather than by, "what did I learn?". Effort attributions, in

contrast, are considered unstable, i.e. within the control
of the individual, by both successful and unsuccessful

students. The interactive role of ability and effort
attributions is particularly significant, and serves to
differentiate mastery-oriented from failure-oriented
students (Dweck ç Leggatt, 1988). Ames and Àmes (1984)

described a compensatory trade-off between ability and

effort which was designed to protect self-perceptions of

competence. Perceptions of competence can be protected by

either exerting effort and succeeding, leading to an

inference of high ability, or by witholding effort, risking
failure but nevertheless avoiding an inference of 1ow

ability because no effort to succeed was made. rn the event
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of failure, effort expenditure represents a potential threat

to one's self-worth because a combination of high effort and

failure implies low ability. Àbility or competence

perceptions in the learning situation are in turn linked

with feelings of self-worth. Hence low effort expenditure is
an effective strategy for minimizíng information about one's

ability, thereby protecting one's sense of self-worth.
Efforts to protect one's sense of ability, and by extension

one's sense of self-worth, are a major preoccupation of

students from kindergarten to college (Covington, 1984).

Àttributions to ability may either enhance or inhibit
motivation. In failure situations, attributions to effort
may initially serve to increase the student's goal

orientation by strengthening both motivation and action.
However, with repeated experiences of failure a perception

of non-contingency between effort and outcome may ensue.

This effort-outcome covariance has implications for learned

helplessness (Seligman, 1976). Learned helplessness is the

negative version of personal efficacy, that is, the belief
or expectancy that actions do not affect outcomes.

Dynamically, it is the result of being subjected to a series

of uncontrollable aversive events--- in the learning

situation, repeated failure experiences. The effort-outcome

relationship is discounted by the learned helpless student,

who sees ability as a fixed attribute. Às a result,
performance goa1s, judgments and evaluations of competence,

become prime sources of feedback to failure-oriented
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students. Students displaying a mastery orientation, in

contrast, view ability as incremental, and are oriented

toward Iearning goaIs, i.e. enhancement of competence (Dweck

& Leggatt, 1 988 ) .

Results of this study point to the importance of

success experiences in the learning situation to maintain

motivation and action for continued learning as weII as to
enhance students' perceptions of both Scholastic Competence

and Globa1 SeIf-Worth.

HYPOTHESIS IV

The results of the fourth hypothesis were inconclusive,
with no consistent relationship being evident between

discrepancy scores and GIobal SeIf-f.iorth scores. The

majority of the student subjects in this study did not

demonstrate diminished GlobaI Self-Worth scores as a

function of a discrepancy between their self-reports of

Scholastic Competence and their subjective ratings of the

importance of this domain to their overall sense of self-
worth. This would support the concept that Globa1 Self-Worth

is not merely a summation of perceptions of competence over

several domains but is, in fact, a separate domain and as

such may be neither significantly enhanced nor diminished by

domain-specif ic perceptions of competence. However, this
hypothesis considered discrepancy scores in only one domain.

Given the multifaceted structure of the self-concept, the

question arises of a possible cumulative impact of
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discrepancy scores in several domains upon Global SeIf-
t^lorth.

The f inding that Globa1 SeIf -Worth scores r.¡ere not

significantly lowered by a discrepancy between the students'

self-perceptions of Scholastic Competence and their rating
of the importance of this domain has little value by itself.
Further analysis of the data according to academic history
(success or fail-ure) might provide more useful information,

as the cumulative effects of success and failure are known

to have a differential effect upon learner self-image.

Students with histories of academic failure would be apt to
minimize the importance of scholastic competence as an ego-

defensive strategy, whereas those with histories of academic

success would enhance its importance, thus reinforcing their
already strong self-concepts in this domain.

CONCIUSIONS ÀND RECOMME¡IDÀTIONS

ÀIthough the results of this study did not demonstrate

a direct relationship between teacher efficacy and students'

perceptions of competence, it would appear that different
leve1s of these constructs have a differential effect upon

the behaviors of tèachers and students in the classroom. The

literature indicates that high efficacy teachers spend more

time in direct instruction with their students, favour

large-group over small-group instructional formats, are more

task-oriented, monitor academic progress more frequently,
and are more persistent in leading their students to correct
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responses than are low-efficacy teachers (ashton & webb,

1986i christenson, 1988). rn other words, their focus is on

guiding their students to develop specific skilrs and to
master learning goa1s.

The lack of an objective measure of student achievement

represents a weakness in the current study. Levels of

achievement could only be inferred from perusal of

curnul-ative files and from students'self-reports. Hence the

possibifity of there being a relationship between

perceptions of scholastic competence and actual academic

functioning could not be examined. previous academic history
(success or failure), however, was found to be significantry
rerated to self-perceptions of both schorastic competence

and Globar self-worth, with those students whose previous

academic experiences had been successful scoring higher on

both domains. Academic success is in large measure a

function of developing specific skills and mastering

learning goals. Thus high-efficacy teachers and high-
competence Iearners share a common task-focus orientation
which in turn enhances their affect in the teaching-learning
situation. Enhanced affect contributes to enhanced

performance. The results of this study do not permit a

causal conclusion of either affect or performance. The

likelihood of their being interactive rather than causal is
an area for further study.

Results of this study support the concept that one of

the organizational variables known to impinge upon job
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satisfaction, participation in decision-making, is rerated
positively to teacher efficacy. This would point to the

importance of broadening opportunities for teachers to have

input into decision-making at higher leve1s of the

educational structure, such as at a total school and a

divisional leveI, âs werr as within the crassroom and at
subject area/grade 1eve1. Participatory rather than

hierarchical decision-making on issues of policy and

procedure is required for the development and maintenance of
high levels of teacher efficacy.

Àssessment of progress in deveJ_oping specific skiIls
and mastering learning goals reguires evaluation. The

results of this study indicate that failure evaluations can

have a significant impact upon a student's perceptions of

both Scholastic Competence and GlobaI SeIf-Worth. For

students whose self-perceptions of schorastic competence are

low, the threat of failure must be offset, not only by

reducing its freguency but by altering its psychological

meaning through reframing. students need to learn that "a

mistake is simply a friendly invitation to try again", and

that the real opportunities to learn come about as the

result of errors made. rn this instance the attitudes and

observabre behaviors of teachers and parents toward their
own mistakes are invaluable models.

Strengthening the connection between effort and outcome

can provide students with a means of control of their
functioning in the learning situation. Failure-oriented
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students minimize or discount the relationship between

effort and outcome, attributing their performance to (lack

of) ability. Such students need to be taught how to

internalize the cause for their failures or successes as

being directly related to effort expenditure. This involves

a combination of strengthening the effort-outcome

attributional linkage while offsetting the belief in ability
as the dominant cause of achievement. "Learning how to

learn" strategies such as task anaJ-ysis and organizational

techniques, and attribution retraining programs which

demonstrate this link in a non-threatening, task-focused

manner can bring about a gradual shift from ability to

effort causal attributions. Thus rather than carrying an

implication of inadequacy, failure should be presented as an

opportunity for continued learning, an indication that a

different strategy is required by both the student and the

teacher. A joint commitment to a shared goal, that of task

mastery, should have a positive infl-uence upon both teaching

and learning.

Fina1Iy, the multidimensional structure of the self-
concept and the existence of a degree of independence

amongst its facets has positive implications for enhancement

of self-concept within students whose academic performance

is lower than that of their peers. Such students can be

taught that their self-worth is derived from a number of

sources and that Lowered performance in one area does not

generalize to other domains or to global self-worth. I^tithin
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the school setting, providing a diversity of "rewards", i.e.
opportunities for recognition, which are not based solely
upon academic achievement can contribute to an understanding

of the multifaceted structure of the self-concept.
Recognition that "the whole is greater than the sum of its
parts" can begin in the classroom by acknowledging athletic,
social, physical and behavioral attributes equal-Iy with
academic achievement.

Perhaps the operative word in the phrase "Feeling good

about doing wel1" is DorNG. while feeling good about oneself

is desirable, for teachers as well as for students, it may

be considered a necessary though not sufficient condition
for success in the teaching-learning paradigm. Chandler

(1985) argued for the examination of the social-
psychological cost/benefit ratio in assuming that the

development of a positive self-concept in every student is a

necessary or desirable goal in education. Às well as the

methodological problems inherent in its definition and

measurement, and the dangers of equating value as a human

being with performance, Chandler asserted that a degree of

performance anxiety related to an imperfect serf-concept is
necessary to maximize performance. Too much confidence, an

unreal-istic self-perception of competence, could result in

complacency and a belief that further growth is not

necessary. In the educational arena, the development of a

positive self-concept cannot take the place of the

development of specific performance ski11s, in teachers as
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well as students. The relative strength of the student-

teacher relationship as compared to a shared commitment to
specific rearning goars in enhancing student achievement and

the interrelationship of efficacy beliefs and

teaching/learning behaviors are fruitful areas for further
study
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IHSTRUCTIONS TO THE CHILD:

We have some sentences here and, .r!¡ you c¿rn see from the top of your sheet
yhe.re lt says "what I am like,'owe are ln{erested ln what each of iou ló llke, what
klnd of e person lou ar6 llke" Thrs rs a survey, noi a test. Therd are no ni¡rrt or
wrong answ€rs. Slnce klds are very dlfferent irom one another, each of yo-u wlll
be putting down somethlng dlfferent"
Flrst let ¡ne gxplaln how.these questlons work There ls a sample quesilon at the
top, marked (a)" I'll rgad lt outloud and you follow along wlth m'e. (Elamlner reads
sample.q-u9s!lonJ Thls questlon talks about two klnds of klds, and we want to
know whlch klds are most llke you.

(1) So, Tllat ! want you to declde flrst ls whether you erc more llke the klds on
the left slde who tvould rather play outdoorc, ôr whether you are more llke
the klds on the rlght slde who would rather watch T"V. Doñ't mark anythlng
YÇt, but flrst decldE whlch klnd of kld ls n osf ltke you, and go to ttrát s¡Oã
of the sentence"

(2) Ngwrtlrg gecgn{thtng lwant you to thtnk about, now that you have dectd-
ed whlch klnd of klds are most llke you, ls to declde whether that ls only
sort ol true lor yo¡t, or re{y true lor you.lf lt's only sort of true, then put an
X ln the box unlersort of true; lf lt's realty true foryou, then pui an X in that
box, under really true.

(3) For each sentence you only check q¡g box" someilmes lt wlll be on one
slde of the.page, another tlme lt wlliE on the other srde of the page, but
yotl c|n only check one box foreach sentence. You don'f ctreck bóth-sldes,
lust tho one slde most llke you.

(4) oK, that one was lust for pracilce. Now we have some more sentences
yhlch l'm ggllg to read out loud. For each one,lust check one box, the one
that goes wlth what ls true for you, what you dre most llke.



What I Am Like

Name Age 

- 

Birthday Group
Month Day

Boy or Girl (circle which)

Really Sort ofTrue True
for me for me

SAMPLE SENTENCE

Sort ol Really
True True

for me for me

(a) l-l l-t some kids would rather other kids would rather
I I I I play outdoors in their BUT watch T.V.I I I I sparetime lr

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

l-l Some kids feel that they
I I I I are very good at their BUTI I I I school work

I [ *""i"";;i:;J'J' 
it âardto

rr
rT
rT

Some kids are often

LJ L_l unhappy wirh themsetves BUr

Itl

rT
rT
TI
NT
NT

Other kids are pretty
pteased w¡tn themsålu"r. 

|-| J-|

Other kids aren't so sure
BUT and wonder if they are

as smart.

Other kids don'f have
BUT very many friends.

rr

Other kids worry about
whether they can do the
school work assigned to
them.

Some kids do very welt
at all kinds of sports

Some kids are happy
with the way they took

Some kids often do not
like the way they behave

Other kids find it's pretty
BUT easy to make friends.

Other kids don't feel that
BUT they are very good when

it comes to sports.

Other kids are not happy
BUT with the way they took.

Other kids usuaily tike
BUT the way they behave.

Some kids feel like they
are iust as srnarf as
as other kids their age

Some kids have atot ot
friends

8. nn rr



9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17

18.

19.

Really Sorl ol
True True

lor me lor me

rT
TI
TT
TT
rT
IT
Tl]
TT
ru
TI
rT

Some kids wish they
could be alot better at
sports

Some kids are happy
with their height and
weight

Some kids usually do
the riglrf thing

Some kids don'f l¡ke the
way they are leading
their life

Some kids are pretty
s/ow in finishing their
school work

Some kids would like to
have alot more friends

Some kids think they
could do well at just
about any new sports
activity they haven't
tried before

Some kids wish their
body was different

Some kids usually acf
the way they know they
are supposed to

Some kids are happy wilf'r
themselves as a person

Some kids often lorget
what they learn

Some kids are always
doing things with a/ot
of kids

Olher kids feel they are
BUT good enough at sports.

Other kids wish their
BUT height or weight were

diflerent.

Other kids often don'f
BUT do the right thing.

Other kids do like the
BUT way they are leading

their life.

Other kids can do their
BUT school work quickty.

Other kids have as many
BUT friends as they want.

Other kids are afraid
BUT they might not do well at

sports they haven't ever
tried.

Other kids /lke their
BUT body the way it is.

Olher kids often don't
BUT act the way they are

supposed to.

Other kids are often nof
BUT happy with themselves.

Other kids can
BUT remember things easily.

Other kids usually do
BUT things by themselves.

Sort ol Really
True True

lor me lor me

TT
TT
TT
NT
TT
TT
TT
ur
TT
TT
TT

20. TT TT



I I I I I I I .l ¡ Lt t Ir.f'¡.¡

Really Sort olTrue True
for me for me

T r
lr
ur
[[

29.

28.

26.

27.

25.

IT

rT
IT
lr
rT

21.

22.

23.

24.

30.

31.

.'al

Some kids feel that they
are better than others
thelr age at sports

Some klds wish their
physical appearance (how
they look) was different

9ome klds usuaily get
in trouble because õf
things they do

Some klds /ike the klnd
of person they are

Some kids do very weil
at their classwork

Some kids wish that
more people their age
liked them

ln games and sports
some kids usually watch
instead of play

Some kids wish
something about their
face or hair looked
dilf erent

Some kids do things
they know they
shouldn't do

Some kids are very
happy being the way
they are

Some kids have troubte
figuring out the answers
ln school

Some kíds are poputar
with others their age

Other kids don't feel
BUT lhey can play as weil.

Other kids /ike their
BUT physical appearance the

way it is.

Other kids usually don'tBUT do things that gei them
ln trouble.

Other kids often wish
BUT they were someone

else.

Other kids don't doBUT very welt at their
classwork.

Sort ol ReallyTrue True
lor me lor me

Iu
rI
TI
NT
lr
[[

lr
Ir
[[

rT

Other kids feet that mostBUT peopte theír age do like
them.

Other kids usualty ptay
BUT rather than just waicfr.

Other kids /ike their face
BUT and hair the way they

are.

Other kids hardty everBUT do things they know
they shouldn't do.

Other kids wish they
BUT were diÍferent.

Other kids almost
BUT always can f igure out

the answers.

_ Other kids are not very
BUT poputar.

Tr
TI rr

32. IT rtr



33.

34.

35.

36.

Really Sort ol
True True

for ma for me

uu
lr
Tr
TT

Some kids don'f do well
at new outdoor games

Some kids think that
they are good looking

Some kids behave
themselves very well

Some kids are not very
happy with the way they
do alot of things

Other kids are good at
BUT new games rlght away.

Other kids think that
8UT they are not very

good looking.

Other kids often find it
BUT hard to behave

themselves.

Other kids think the way
BUT they do things is fine.

Sort ol ReallyTrue True
for me for me

uu
rT
TT
TT

¡,.

Susan Harter, ph.D., University of Denver, 1gg5



Name Age Group

HOW IMPORTANT ARE THESE THINGS TO HOW YOU FEEL ABOUT YOURSELF AS A PERSON?

Really Sort ol
True True

lor Me for Me

Sort ol Really
True True

for Me for Me

1tl

2. I

3I

4.n

5[

6r

7.I

BT

sr

Some kids think it is ¡mportant
to do well at schoolwork in
order to feel good as a person

Some kids don't think that
having a lot of friends is
all that important

Some kids think it's important
to be good at sports

Some kids think it's important
to be good looking in order to
feel good about themselves

Some kids think that it's
¡mportanl to behave the
way they should

Some kids don't think thal
gelting good grades is all that
important to how they feel
about themselves.

Some kids think it's important
to be popular

Some kids don't think doing
well al athletics is that
important to how they feel
about themselves as a person

Some kids don't think thal
how they look is ¡mportant lo
how they feel about them-
selves as a person

Some kids don't think that
how they act is all that
important

Other kids don't think how
well they do al schoolwork
ls that important.

BUT

Other k¡ds think that having a
BUT lot of friends is important to

how they feel as a person.

BUT

BUT Other kids don't think how
good you are at sports is
that important.

BUT Other kids don't think that,s
very ¡mportant at all.

Other kids don'l think lhat
BUT how they behave is that

important.

Other kids think that getting
good grades is important.

Other kids don't think lhat
BUT being popular is alt thal

¡mportant to how they feel
about themselves.

Other kids feel that doing well
BUT at athletics is imporlant.

Other kids think that how
BUT they look is important.

Other kids think it's important
to acl Ìhe way you are
supposed to.

BUT10. I



N)|d r HAVE THREE MíJRE qUESTT0ñS F?R V)U.

i. ) How d,Ld t¡ou do in ¿clttooL La'st q¿an?

NOT VERV A)ELL ALL RIGHT

2.1 How do qou Í.hiniz Uou wi.[..L do Ln,se!'tooL tln'U qean?

NOT VERY U)ELL ALL RTGHT

VERV WELL

VERV WELL

3.t Th,LnÍzing abou.t aLL thø l¿id's in rjoaL lLoom, wl'tutø wouLd qou ytu't Ulut/sel-d ín
luun¿ o[ qoun ,sehoolnonl¿?

^JEAR 
THE ß0TT0l,Á IN THE l,,lItDLE NEAR THE TOP

THAÄ/K V)u VERV MUCH F?R HELP-|NG ¡,lE!



T EACHER I NF ?R[,!ATI0N SHEEÏ

scH00L

GRADE:

GENDER:

ROOM ÄJUMBER:

YEARS OF TEACHTNG EXPERTEÂ/CE:

YEARS TN PRESENT TEACHTNG POSTTTON:

. PL¿a¿¿ ind,Lcaf¿ tl't¿ døgnøø Í.0 which Uou egLe-Q- 0,1 d,Uagh-Q-a- wi.tl'L thø (oL-LowLng ,sfa-t¿mQ.nf/s

' bq ci,n-cLLng tLtø appn-opnia.tø numbut:

- In gønetta,L, how muc|t inpacf do qou be,[iøv¿ tLta.t qou l+av¿ ín fl't¿ d¿c,í¿íon-mat¿ing p/Locz-á,s:

VERV LTTTLE TMPACT VERV IIIUCH T\'4PACT

a..J wltluLnqourLc.La.^¿noom? 1 2 3 4 5 6

b. ) a,t gnadø X-¿ve.L/¿ub j¿c.t

üLQß- gtLouytíng.t wi.tlrLn

rtrow,t lehooL?

c. ) w.otltLn Uoun 
^eh-ooI- 

a.¿ a

wlttoL¿7

23456

23456

d.) a.tad"LvLsíonn[-.L¿veL? 1 2 3 4 5 6



TEACHER EFFICACY SCATE
o 1983 SHERRT G|BSON, PH.Q.

Pleese indicato thl d?grec to vhich ïou ,gr¿¿ or disegree with each
s(tlcment below by circling tha eppropriate numerel to thc right ol cech
slelencnl.

l. When e ¡tudent does b?ltlr lhan usuel, many limrt it i¡ b¿ceusa I
t¡trtrd r liltl¡ r¡tra cllorl.

2. Thc hours in my cless hsve liltle inllucnca on ltud?nls compared to lhc .

inlluencr ol thrû homa anvironmenl.

3. lf partnls comment to me thel their child behaves much beltcr at school
lhan helshr do¿s et homc. il would probably br bcceuse I havr soma
rpccilic trchniqucr ol menaging his/h¡r b¡hevior which they mry lacl.

l. Thc rmount lhat r 3tudent c¡n l¡ern ir primarily lrlared to lamily
background.

5. ll r teaeh¿rlas edequate skills ¡nd motivation. ¡he/h¿ crn g2l through
lo lhr most dillicull studcnts.

6. ll studcnts rrtn'l disóiplinad at homa. thry rr?n't likcly to sccept enl
disciplinc.

7. I havc tnough treining to dsal with rlmost rny laarning probhm.

8. My teacher training program end/ot crgeù¿nce has given mc tha
n?crssrry skills lo be an rllaclivc lcacher.

9. Many t¿achars ara stymied in their sllrmpts to halp rtudents by lact ol
tupporl kom the communily.

t0. Som¿ studenls need to be plecrd in ¡low¡t groups so they rra nol
rubjrcled lo unlealistic rxpactalions.

I l. lndividuel diflerancas among leachers accounl lor thc wid¿ verirtion¡
in studenl rchievement.

12. When ¡ student is having difficulty with en rssignmcnt. I rm usuelly
able to edjust it to his/her level.

13. ll ônr ol my new sludenls cannol remain on lask lor r particular
assignmenl, lherr is littla that I could do to incr¡asr his/hcr ailention until
he/¡he is reedy.

ll. When ¡ sludent gets r b?tter grade than he usually gets. it is uruâlly
bec¡usa I lound bettcr weyr ol leaching thst 3tud!nt.

15. When I really try. I can get through t0 most diflicult studants.

16. A leocher is very limiled in whai helshe can echieve beeause e
rtudent's home environ¡nanl is ¡ large inllucnct on his/her ¡chievemenl.
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.t23t56
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Teacher Efficacy Scale, contínued

. SHERRT GIBSON AND MYRON H. DEMBO

17. ïcechcrs rrr not r v-r-ry powerful inftu¡nc¡ on ¡rudanr achievam¡nt
wh¡n all lactorr rr¡ considrr¡d.

I t. lf studrntr- ara perticularly disruptivc onc day. I asl mysalf whet t hevr
brcn doing diflarrntly.

19. Wh-en thr grades of my studentr improva it ir usually bectura I found
mor¡ ¡flactivr teaching epproachar.

20. .ll my prineipel suggastad thet I chenga some of my closs curiculum, I
would f¡el confidenl thet I have rhr necessary skilli to imptrmcnt thc
unfemiliar cuniculum.

2 I . ll r student mestsrs ¡ new math concept quickly. this might ba bsceus¡
I ln¡w th¡ nrcss3ary strpt ¡o taaching that concåpt.

22. Parenl conlerenesg can halp r trachar iudgr how much io expecr from e
sludenl by giving th¡ ttech¡r ¡n idsr of lha palent¡' valu¡s toward
aducalion, discipline. tlc.

23. ll parunts would do morr with thsir childrsn. t could do mora.

21. ll ¡ slud¿nr did nor remembar information I gevr in r previous lasson. I
would know how lo. inclras¡ hir/h¡r r¡tsnlion in lh¡ next lcsson.

25. ll a studenl in my class becomss disluplivr and noisy, I feal as¡ur¡d
lhel I know romr techniqúrs to radirect him quickly.

28. School ruhs end policias hinder my doing thr iob I war hir¿d to do.

27. Th¡ influencc¡ ol ¡ studsnt'¡ homr experiencar crn be overcoma by
good leaching.

28. .Whcn r child progressss altrr being placed in s slower group, it is
usually because th¡ laachcr hes had r chanc¡ to.giv! himThei ¡xtrr
sllrnlion.

29. lf ona ol my students couldn't do s clas¡ assignmrnt, I would br abls to
aceurately assrs¡ wheth¡r lhr assignmonl wrs el lhr corrocl levsl ol
dilficulty.

30. Evan ¡ t¡ach¡r with good tceching abilitiat meï not raach meny
!tudrnt3.

I

Received March 25, lg8a
Revision received October 3, lg8a
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Appendix C

TABLES

1 . TABLE 1: CORRELÀTIONS ÀMONG SUBSCALES OF THE SELF-

PERCEPTION PROFILE

2. TÀBLE 2z SUBSCÀLE RELIÀBILITIES oF THE SELF-

PERCEPTION PROFILE

3. TABLE 3: STUDENT ESTIMÀTIONS OF ÀCADEMIC FUNCTIoNING

4. TÀBLE 4i TEÀCHER ESTIMÀTIONS OF JOB SÀTISFÀCTION
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Table 3: student Estfuates of Àcademic h¡ncÈigninq.
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Iegend:

Al 'Eon rell did 1ou do in school last year?"

0 = not very rÊ1I
I = all right
2 = very rell

A2: 'Eon do yotr think you will do in sctrool this year?.

0 = not very rrrÌI
I = all right
2 = very r¡ell

À3: 'Ttrinking about all tt¡e kids in your roqn, nhere rould lzoupr¡t yor¡rself irt ter¡ns of lour sctroolrcrk?.

0 = near ttre bottqn
I = in tlle middle
2 = near the top
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process. ..'
Àl: within lour classrøn?'
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All: at a divisiqral level?r
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October, l9Et

Dcer

Fu¡thc¡ to our tecent tclephone converaatlon, I ¡¡ vrltlng to conftrE

our appolntænt on

to dlccuac ry ¡escarch on teachcr rfflcacy and atudent-percetved

colpetcnce. Thlg ¡esearch la betng conductcd to ratlofy requlreæntc

for ¡1, llastcr of Bducatlon thegls. Iour cchool hag bcen gelectedl at

xandton to partlctpate ln thls atudly, andl I have recelved ¡nrrlsglon fron

Dr. R. eross to ¡gk for your consent Èo collect data fron both ctudlentc

ald staff" I propose to adl¡lnlater a self-report ccale to studlentg at

gradles III andl Vl levela, and to dllstrtbute a ratlng tcale to bc fllleit
out by teachers at all cleæntary grade levels.

ld¡inlstratton of the scale to studlents ulll be done on a classroon

basls undler ty supervlslon, andl shoultl take approxlnately 30-10 ¡lnutes

¡nr class. the teachersr ttre conltænt vtll be 15-20 ¡lnutes only. I
uoulð be ullllng to attendl a staff æetlng to dlstrtbute, erglaln, andl

collect the teachersr scales, lf tblg uould be convenlent for you.

In ailtlltlon to the suryey results, I vouldl also tlÌe to obtaln soæ

lnfornatlon on the acadenlc hlstorles of the studlents setecteal for the

stutly. speclflcally, r vtll vant to knov tf any bave repeated or

contlnued a grade, have beeu lilentlfleil as rat ¡tskr acadleolcally by the

tcsource teacher, or have been rcferred to the Chtlil Gutdance Cllnlc or

othcr consultants because of acadctlc concelns.

rt
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If you tgree to ny undc¡taltng thla atudy ln your aehooln parentu vlll
br ¡skeil to algn r Con¡ent lo¡¡ atgnlfylng thelr utlltngnerc to have

tbelr chtldrcn ¡nrtlclpate. Partlcl¡ntton of tcacher¡ rlll bc on t
voluntary Þglg. tot tvery tcacher ln your school ray choore to tatc

part; I vlll be happy to rccelvc rcsponscs fron all those vl¡o do. JQ

NN{BS. clthc¡ of etudents, tcachera, achoola, or the school dlvlston,

ulll be dlwlgedl, nor utll lnillvldual reaponses to the ¡esessænt scales

be released to adnlnlstrators, teachers, or ¡nrents"

I a¡ looklng fornrdl to æetlng vlth ¡ou andl your teache¡s to ansuer any

guesttons, illstrlbute the con¡ent forre, andl arrange a gultable ttæ to

vlslt the clasgrooæ to adl¡lntgter the surveys " ft you have any

conccrns or questlons about ry researeh, please contact ne at 569-55{3.

lhank you for your cooPeratlon.

Iours truly,

Srenda L. Hovat

rbjf



October, l98E

Dcar lc¡cher,

Fccllng capablc ¡ld confldent tn your eblltty to teach can cnhance both

prodtuctlvtty anil Job catlsfactlon. Fecltnga about youraclf a¡ a tcachcr

cote fron a varlety o[ lources and lay lnflucnce the ray you teach ¡nd

relate to your ¡tudcnts.

I l¡ave been å psychologlat vlth the Chlld Guldlance Cllnlc of Greatcr

Tlnnt¡rcg, ln Rlvcr East School Dlvt¡ton llo. 9, for tuelve yeart, andl a¡n

currcntly corplctlng ry llagter of Educatlon degree at the Unlvcralty of

llanltoba. lly ¡esearch lnvolvc¡ looÌlng ¡t the ðevelopænt of fccllngs

of eftlcacy ln both teachers andl students"

Iour school has been chosen at randlon to partlcl¡nte ln thls studly.

Tltb pernlsslon fror your prlncl¡nl, I ulll be adnlnlstertng a rurvey to

gtoalcnts at the grailes III anrl VI levela, antl a ratlng gcale to all
teachers at the eleænta¡y gradle IeveIs. ld¡lnlstratlon of the Eurvey

to the students ulll be done by rluelf, and ulll requlre 30-10 ¡lnutes

of class tlæ. leachers vlll rcqulre only 15-20 ¡lnutes to flIl out

thelr scale. Prlor to the stuily belng undertaken, letters contalnlng

Conseat Forrs ulll be dlstrlbutetl to the students at the selected grade

levels for tbetr ¡nrcntst atgnaturc. I ulll ask for these forrs to be

returned to the graðes III and VI teacherc antl vlll collect the¡¡ at a

late¡ date.
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Iour ¡nrtlctpatlon ln thl¡ rtudy l¡ cnttrely voluntartT, houÊytr, I uould

really appreclatc your lnput. If rlt h¡potherer trc bornc out, the

regult¡ of the atuûy could havc lrgllcatlonc for rahlng your cl¡cgroon

åR Gven nore productlve uorkplace for you and your students.

All responses utll b¿ lept confldentl¡l, H0 IN{BS vtll bc uged; tnsuÊts

nlll b€ codledl lor dlata enalyate pulposes. Ictthc¡ your prlnclpal nor

Dlvlslon ¡drlnl¡trator ulll bave accecs to lndtvldual responae date.

If you have any guesttons about ¡y tcsearch, fcel free to call E at

669-5613. If you uould llke to recelve a sumary report of the ¡cgults

of the rtuily upon lts co¡pletlon, please put your full naæ antl ntllng

arltlress on a allp of paper andl lncludle lt ulth your stutlentsr Consent

ForE "

thanks very nuch for your coo¡nratlon"

Iours truly,

Brcnda L. tovat

:bJf



Octobcr l9t8

Dca¡ Parcnt o¡ Ouardlan,

ls perentr, you lnou hou hgortant lt l¡ for chlldrcn to grou up teeltng

gool! about thenselve¡" Chtldrcn develop fccllngs ¡bout thc¡selvcc f¡on

¡any rourcer -- hou thcy do tn achool¡ hou rell-llled they erc by other

chlldrcn, bclng good ln agorta or geEl.

I an I peychologlet In the Blver Bagt School Dlvtston, currcntly

congletlng ly tlaater of Bducatton ilegree at the Unlverslty of llanttoba"

lly research lnvolvcs looltng at hou ctudlentc andl teachers uorh together,

hov chlldrcn feel about the¡gelves tn lllffercnt sltuattona, andl how

thesc ex¡nrlcnces rly ¡ffect thelr ovèrall feellngs about the¡selvcs.

flth perrlsston fron the school dtvlclon andl your prlnclpal, I vlll be

aurveylng studlents at the grades III antl YI levels ln your cchool. the

suryey questlons ask chlldren to choose betueen tuo feellngs or

actlvltles and tben to declde hou ruch the one they choose applles to

ther. lbe questlons look llke thts¡
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Tosr chtlðrg naæ var ptcledl out of a bat to ¡nrtlctpate ln thlc rtudy"

[lslher responges on the surve]¡ andt all other lnfornatlon ulll be lcDt

litrlnlstratlon of thc ccalc ulll bc ôone durtng lchool tlæ, on t gloup

baala, rndl ¡hould t¡te approxinatcty 30-10 ¡Inutec to corylctc. lf you

aglccr I ulll argo obt¡tn !oæ ¡caôe¡lc lnfor¡¡tton about ltoul chlld

fror the cchool. t utll be aeÌlng lf åny chtldrcn bavc rc¡natcd or

contlnued a gradlc, have been lnvolvedl tn thc cchoolrs lcgourcc PrograB,

or bave been referrcd! to the Chllil Guldance Cllntc or tny other

consultantg bccause of acadellc problcs.

eonf ldentlal . llO tlÀl{Es vltl be useil; only group lnfornatton rlll be

used to uork out the results of thls rtudly. Responser tron lndllvldlual

cbltdren ulll not be charedt ulth teachers or other dtvlgton ¡rerøonnel.

If you are ullllng to have your chtltl partlclpate tn thls study, please

slgn the Consent Forn on the next page andl return tt to your chlldrs

teacher by the end of the ueek" If you rould llke furtber lnforEtlon

about ry rort, please call æ at 569-5613.

lf you vould tlte to recelve a Eunn¡rrlr report of the results of the

stutly rtren tt ls conpletedl, pleare Put your futl Daæ antl Hlllng

address on the Consent Forn.
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thant you for Itout cooDêrltlon.

Iourc truly,

Brenda L" Hovat

:bJf

coüsEïI FORH

I glve ¡nrelsaton for ry ehtlit

to ¡nrtlclpate tn the utuily belng done b¡r Erentta Hovat"

Date Stgnature


